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Abstract:

The Charles Carroll Marden Collection of Spanish
Documents consists of 637 Spanish documents, collected
by philologist and university professor Charles Carroll
Marden. The documents are divided into two groups:
documents originating from the town of Burgos and several
towns around Soria and documents from the town of
Alarcon. Later additions to the collection include the
earliest document in the collection, dated 1347.
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Biography of Charles Carroll Marden

Charles Carroll Marden was the first professor of Spanish in United States, teaching at Johns Hopkins from
1905 until 1917. His greatest scholarly contribution was as editor of ancient Spanish-language texts, such as
Cuatro Poemas de Berceo, the works of the earliest known Castilian poet, Gonzalo de Berceo. Marden
discovered parts of the text in a secondhand bookstore in Madrid then searched for the remaining portions of the
manuscript and found the remaining thirty-two folios in a remote village in Spain. He then prepared the text for
publication. In 1916, Marden became the newly created Emery L. Ford Chair of Spanish at Princeton
University. After dividing his time between Johns Hopkins and Princeton, he moved to Princeton in 1917 and
remained there until his death in 1932.

Description

Consists of 637 Spanish documents, collected by Marden, divided into two groups: documents originating from
the town of Burgos and several towns around Soria and documents from the town of Alarcon. The first
group--170 documents--contains deeds, mortgages, wills, probate documents, and documents drawn up to
establish genealogies, all apparently intended to prove rights to inherit capellanias; the second group, consisting
of 467 documents, concerns the affairs of the seigneurial town of Alarcon, south of Cuenca. Most of these
documents are legal files and illustrate the governance of a town which belonged to one of the most powerful
grandees of 16th-century Spain, the Marques de Villena. The wool trade and industry of the area figures
significantly in the documents.
Later additions to the collection (document numbers 638 to 642) include the earliest document in the collection,
dated 1347, a power of attorney granted to "certain persons" in the town of Medina del Campo, a Papal
dispensation (1650) for a marriage, and an inventory (1630) of inherited property.
Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several towns around Soria)
Series 2: Documents from the Town of Alarcon (and vicinity)
Series 3: Later Additions

Arrangement

Arranged in two chronological series, each group of documents relating to a geographic area in Spain (see scope
note). Additions to the collection are added at the end, beginning with document number 638.
Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several towns around Soria)
Series 2: Documents from the Town of Alarcon (and vicinity)
Series 3: Later Additions
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Access and Use

Access
Collection is open for research use.
Restrictions on Use and Copyright Information
Single photocopies may be made for research purposes. No further photoduplication of copies of material in the
collection can be made when Princeton University Library does not own the original. Permission to publish
material from the collection must be requested from the Associate University Librarian for Rare Books and
Special Collections. The library has no information on the status of literary rights in the collection and
researchers are responsible for determining any questions of copyright.

Processing and Other Information

Preferred Citation
Identification of specific item; Date (if known); Charles Carroll Marden Collection of Spanish Documents, Box
and Folder Number; Department of Rare Books and Special Collections, Princeton University Library.
Works Cited
The following sources were consulted during preparation of biographical note: American National Biography
Online.
Encoding
Machine-readable finding aid encoded in EAD 2002 by Techbook and Cristela García-Spitz on 19 October
2007. Created from MARC record via MarcEdit and XSL stylesheets in 2007.
Descriptive Rules Used
Finding aid content adheres to that prescribed by Describing Archives: A Content Standard.

Subject Headings

These materials have been indexed in the Princeton University Library online catalog using the following terms.
Those seeking related materials should search under these terms.

· Alarcon (Spain) -- History.
· Burgos (Spain) -- History.
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· Granada (Spain) -- History.
· Spain -- History.
· Inheritance and transfer tax -- Spain.
· Tariff on sheep -- Spain.
· Tariff on wool -- Spain.
· Taxation -- Spain.
· Wool trade and industry -- Spain.
· Deeds.
· Legal documents.
· Legal instruments.
· Manuscripts.
· Wills.
· European history
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Contents List

Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several towns around Soria)

TITLE

Burgos, 1464

BOX

FOLDER

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

3

1

4

1

5

1

6

1

7

1

8

Mortgage on a house belonging to the Carrion family
Burgos, 1481
Deeds of sale for property belonging to the Carrion family
Burgos, 1481
Mortgage on a house belonging to the Carrion family.
Burgos, 1484
Deed of sale for houses belonging to the Carrion family
Burgos, 1491
Deed of sale for houses belonging to the Carrion family
Burgos, 1491
Mortgages on two houses belonging to the Carrion family and payable to the
Monastery of San Juan
Burgos, 1493
Deed of sale for two houses belonging to the Carrion family
Burgos, 1505
Deed of sale of a house to Juan de Carrion, merchant, by heirs of Fernando de Castro
Burgos, 1505
Deed of sale of a hospital building by the Cofradia de San Andres, Santiago, and San
Blas to Bernaldo de Romani. Item labelled ‘Casa de Carrion’
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Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several to ... (Continued)
no place, 1505

1

9

1

9

1

10

1

11

1

12

1

13

1

14

1

14

1

15

1

16

Cotenanillas Account book covering 1505-1674 for mortgages held by the Monastery
of Nuestra Senora Santa Maria la Real de Balbuena de Duero, Order of Saint Bernard,
in Villa de Canillas, bishopric of Palencia. The book also included a deed (1505) for
Hacienda de Canillas and inventories of properties.
no place, 1674
Cotenanillas Account book covering 1505-1674 for mortgages held by the Monastery
of Nuestra Senora Santa Maria la Real de Balbuena de Duero, Order of Saint Bernard,
in Villa de Canillas, bishopric of Palencia. The book also included a deed (1505) for
Hacienda de Canillas and inventories of properties.
Burgos, 1507
Deed of sale for property sold by Lesmes de Sagredo to Juan de San Martin and his
wife, labelled ‘Casa de Carrion’
Burgos, 1508
Deed of sale for property sold at auction by Martin Gonzalez de la Nuez as apoderado
for Diego de Diagoche, to Juan de San Martin. Labelled ‘Casa de Carrion’
Burgos, 1508
Deed of sale for property sold by Constanza de Bibar, widow of Martin Sanchez
Aguado, to Juan de San Martin. Labelled ‘Casa de Carrion’
Burgos, 1508
Mayorazgo of Diego de Soria and his wife Catalina Rodriguez de Maluenda, and
Pedro de Soria, their grandson. Labelled ‘Casa de Pardo de Soria’
Burgos, 1535
Will and codicil of Isabel Sainz Pesquer, wife of Pedro de Burgos
Burgos, 1537
Will and codicil of Isabel Sainz Pesquer, wife of Pedro de Burgos
Burgos, 1538
Deed of sale for two houses sold to Diego de Carrion, merchant, by Juan de San
Martin, locksmith, and his wife Madalena de Sagredo includes accounts of payments
Burgos, 1538
Certificates of payment of mortgages and tithes enabling Juan de San Martin to sell his
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Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several to ... (Continued)
property to Diego de Carrion
Villardonpardo, 1545

1

18

1

19

1

20

1

21

1

22

1

22

1

23

1

23

1

24

2

1

Draft of the charter for the town of Villardonpardo
Burgos, 1550
Mortgage on two houses belonging to the mayorazgo of Alonso de Polanco and held
by Gil de la Calle. Labelled ‘Casa de Polanco’
Burgos, 1554
Deed of sale of houses sold by Francisco de Maluenda to collect a debt owed him by
Pedro Lopez and Luis de Calatayud, bought by Diego de Curiel. Labelled ‘Casa de
Curiel’
Burgos, 1559
Mayorazgo established by Cristobal de Abila and his wife Constanza de Carrion for
their son Francisco
Burgos, 1556
Will of Alonso de Pesquer drawn up 1557 by his wife and apoderado Juana de Frias,
and will of Juana de Frias
Burgos, 1557
Will of Alonso de Pesquer drawn up 1557 by his wife and apoderado Juana de Frias,
and will of Juana de Frias
Mondejar, 1560
Notarized copy of a legal file, Luis Hurtado de Mendoza, second Marques de
Mondejar, Consejero de Guerra y de Estado, vs. the town of Almoguera
Mondejar, 1561
Notarized copy of a legal file, Luis Hurtado de Mendoza, second Marques de
Mondejar, Consejero de Guerra y de Estado, vs. the town of Almoguera
Burgos, 1574
Will of Diego de Agreda, son of Martin de Agreda and Isabel de Burgos codicil
Belalcazar, 1577
Rental contract for land to pasture 1500 sheep, land belonged to Duke of Bejar, and
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Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several to ... (Continued)
was being sub-let by Cristoval Cava to Juan Calvo, Juan Guerra, Francisco Ruiz and
son, and Martin Pasqual
Lugar de Agreda, 1582

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

4

2

4

Deed of sale of land to Juan Calvo Fuentes, document is partially printed, with blank
spaces for handwritten particulars such as the price and the description of the property
Ricolena,, 1598
Will of Lope de Abila Carrion, husband of Catalina Basquez includes a copy made in
1601
Calabria, 1598
Will of Lope de Abila Carrion, husband of Catalina Basquez includes a copy made in
1601
Madrid, Siguenza, 1599
Three documents stitched together: 1) A juro issued by Felipe II promising to pay
interest on a loan from a priest, Juan Dominguez, from the revenue received from
alcabalas and tercias of Siguenza. 2) Real Cedula transferring responsibility for
payment to revenues received from royal sheep tolls on juro then belonged to the
Colegio de San Martin. 3) Notarized copy of the two documents above
Madrid, Siguenza, 1722
Three documents stitched together: 1) A juro issued by Felipe II promising to pay
interest on a loan from a priest, Juan Dominguez, from the revenue received from
alcabalas and tercias of Siguenza. 2) Real Cedula transferring responsibility for
payment to revenues received from royal sheep tolls on juro then belonged to the
Colegio de San Martin. 3) Notarized copy of the two documents above
Madrid, Siguenza, 1765
Three documents stitched together: 1) A juro issued by Felipe II promising to pay
interest on a loan from a priest, Juan Dominguez, from the revenue received from
alcabalas and tercias of Siguenza. 2) Real Cedula transferring responsibility for
payment to revenues received from royal sheep tolls on juro then belonged to the
Colegio de San Martin. 3) Notarized copy of the two documents above
Burgo de Osma, 1607
Probate documents, will of Juan de Penaranda, including rental contract, lists of
legacies, accounts of expenses for memorial masses, and a list of medications and their
costs for which payment was owed to the pharmacist
Burgo de Osma, 1614
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Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several to ... (Continued)
Probate documents, will of Juan de Penaranda, including rental contract, lists of
legacies, accounts of expenses for memorial masses, and a list of medications and their
costs for which payment was owed to the pharmacist
Cetina, 1611

2

5

2

6

2

6

2

7

2

7

2

8

2

9

2

10

2

11

Documents founding the capellania of Francisco Dominguez in the Church of
Milmarcos
no place, 0000
Fragment of executors' documents, estate of Lcdo. Francisco Dominguez
Siguenza, 1611
Copy of those provisions of the will of Francisco Dominguez having to do with the
establishment of the capellania
Siguenza, 1611
Fragment of a ruling by the patrons of the capellania founded by Francisco
Dominguez, concerning payments owed to Martin Gil Gonzalez for his wife's dowry
Siguenza, 1611
Copy of a document founding a capellania in the Dominguez family document is
inside a cover made from an illuminated manuscript page written in Latin
Burgo de Osma, 1612
Will of Juan de Penaranda including lists of property, rents and tenants, the document
founding his mayorazgo, two codicils, and deeds of sale of property to Gomez
Gutierrez in 1546 and to Penaranda in 1592
Tarajona, 1614
Deed of sale for houses sold by Maria Montoya, widow of Juan Dieste, and her sons to
Domingo Torella, merchant
Burgos, 1619
Records of the mayorazgo founded by Sancho Garcia de Carrion in 1619 and inherited
by Constanza de Abila y Carrion in 1626. Labelled ‘Casa de Abila’
Madrid, Burgos, 1625
Three account books belonging to Juan de Castro y Castilla, Count of Montalbo
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Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several to ... (Continued)
Madrid Burgos,, 1619

2

11

2

11

2

12

2

12

2

13

2

14

2

15

2

16

2

16

2

17

Three account books belonging to Juan de Castro y Castilla, Count of Montalbo
Madrid, Burgos, 1622
Three account books belonging to Juan de Castro y Castilla, Count of Montalbo
Arnedo, 1621
Deed of sale of ‘una bodega de Penapicada’ sold by Juan Pasqual de Bobadilla and his
wife Geronima Jimenez to Diego Miguel. Mortgages held by the town council of
Arnedo and by the nuns of Santa Clara
Rome, 1625
Bulas de pension granted to Gomez de Sotomayor by Pope Urbano in Latin
Segovia, 1630
Inventory of inherited property known as Pellexeros: labelled ‘Casa de Aguilar’
Arnedo, 1632
Deed of sale of property belonging to Juan Calvo to Diego Miguel. Includes mortgage
payable to the nuns of Santa Clara
Arnedo, 1633
Deed of sale for an olive grove sold by Gaspar and Gracian Majuelo to Diego Miguel:
includes mortgage held by Pedro de Puelles, a carta de poder, and a certificate
attesting to the payment of the mortgage
Alfaro, 1635
Deed of sale for property sold by Angela de Colmenares, widow of Juan Saenz Tellez,
to Diego Miguel. Includes receipts, cartas de poder, and the record of a lawsuit
between Angela de Colmenares and her sister on the division of property left them by
their parents, with an inventory
Alfaro, 1636
Deed of sale for property sold by Angela de Colmenares, widow of Juan Saenz Tellez,
to Diego Miguel. Includes receipts, cartas de poder, and the record of a lawsuit
between Angela de Colmenares and her sister on the division of property left them by
their parents, with an inventory
Madrid, 1637
Mayorazgo of Pedro Mesia de Tobar, Count of Molina. Includes an inventory of
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Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several to ... (Continued)
entailed property
Segovia, 1645

2

18

3

1

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

2

3

3

3

4

3

5

Inventory of property belonging to the mayorazgo founded by Antonio del Rio y
Aguilar in Gallococeado, near Segovia. Inventory taken by Antonio de Aguilar y
Suazo, Senor de las Villas de Encinas and Canillas
Arnedo, 1657
Deed of sale for land sold by Ana Maria Ruiz de Ledesma, wife of Juan Urtubia y
Quixada, to Diego Miguel
Tarajona, 0000
Questions for witnesses testifying to Diego Miguel's ‘limpieza de sangre y hidalguia’
including detailed genealogical information
Aragon, 0000
Questions for witnesses testifying to Diego Miguel's ‘limpieza de sangre y hidalguia’
including detailed genealogical information
Arnedo, 1657
Fragment of a legal file establishing identity of Diego Miguel: includes certificates of
incumbency and inventory of property entailed to a capellania
Arnedo, 1659
Fragment of a legal file establishing identity of Diego Miguel: includes certificates of
incumbency and inventory of property entailed to a capellania
Tarajona, 1661
Power of attorney drawn up by Diego Miguel Navarro, naming his father as his
apoderado
Valladolid, 1663
Legal brief: a history of the lawsuit designating the heirs of Lucia Axpurua y
Tronquero: the first page and six interior pages are missing
Segovia, 1665
Copy of an inventory of land and vineyards belonging to the church of Lugar de
Juarros. Labelled ‘Casa de Aguilar’
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Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several to ... (Continued)
Burgo de Osma, 1670

3

6

3

6

3

7

3

8

3

9

4

1

4

1

4

2

4

3

4

3

Contract whereby Manuel Calvo, priest of the church of Lugar de Fuentetecho y
Duane, exchanged that post for the capellania founded by Joseph Sanz and then
possessed by Diego de Morales
Moron, 1672
Notarized copies of contracts drawn up in the 1640s transferring land belonging to
Juan Gomez Gutierrez and his wife Maria de Muela to Petronila de Penaranda in lieu
of payment of a mortgage. Includes an inventory of the property
Segovia, 1672
Inventory of Hacienda Gallococeado. Labelled ‘Casa de Aguilar’
no place, 0000
File of ten legal briefs, Diego de Aguilar vs. Duque de Bejar concerning sale of the
towns of Canillas and Encinas to Antonio del Rio Aguilar labelled ‘Casa de Aguilar’
no place, 0000
File of ten legal briefs, Diego de Aguilar vs. Duque de Bejar concerning sale of the
towns of Canillas and Encinas to Antonio del Rio Aguilar labelled ‘Casa de Aguilar’
Canillas, 1687
Contract whereby tithes collections in Canillas were rented to the Monastery of
Nuestra Senora Santa Maria la Real de Balbuena, Order of San Bernardo
no place, 0000
Summary of the charter governing an unnamed monastery, found inside a book
labelled ‘Censo perpetuo de la Villa de Canillas’
Siguenza, 1689
Testimony by witnesses to the genealogy of Marcelo and Gaspar de Matta (var. =
Matha) Penaranda, claimants of the mayorazgo and capellania founded by Juan de
Penaranda
Moron, 1691
Copy of the inventory of property attached to the capellania founded by Juan de
Penaranda
Soto de San Esteban, 1692
Copy of foreclosure documents on a mortgage held by the capellania founded by Juan
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Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several to ... (Continued)
de Penaranda on property owned by Pedro Pastor
Canillas, 1702

4

4

4

5

4

5

4

6

4

6

4

6

4

6

4

7

4

8

Legal brief: Monastery of Nuestra Senora de Balbuena vs. town councils of Villa de
Cuellar and Penafiel. Date and PLACE are questionable.
Arnedo, 1705
Testimony supporting Pedro Calvo's right to inherit the capellania founded by Diego
Miguel. A rough genealogical chart is drawn on the last page
Agreda, 1709
Various documents pertaining to the capellania founded by Diego Miguel, including
death certificate, certificates of ordination and possession of property, and a carta de
poder
Siguenza, 1719
Various documents concerning the capellanias founded by Antonia Cavallero de
Olivares, Francisco Ardanza, and Francisco Olivares
Siguenza, 1717
Various documents concerning the capellanias founded by Antonia Cavallero de
Olivares, Francisco Ardanza, and Francisco Olivares
no place, 0000
Legal brief: Juan Pizarro, Marques de San Juan de Piedras-Alvas, vs. Vicente
Vejerano, Marques de Sofraga et al., on inheritance of mayorazgos founded by Juan
de Solis, Beatriz de Vargas, and Alonso Garcia de Vargas
Siguenza, 1723
Petition for dowry from the obra pia established by Andres Garcia de Monroy
Burgo de Osma, 1740
Fragment of a legal file on the disputed incumbency of capellanias founded by Gaspar
de Matta and his wife, Mariana Ruiz de Almansa, both awarded to Miguel de
Manzanares
Moron, 1742
Edict notifying residents that land belonging to the hospital was to be surveyed,
naming surveyers, and describing the property. First page is missing
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Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several to ... (Continued)
Almaluez, 1744

4

9

4

9

4

10

4

10

4

11

4

12

4

13

4

13

4

14

4

14

Inventory of the estate of Isidro Martinez, a priest. Deed of sale dated 1739 attached
for property in Villa de Monteagudo
no place, 0000
Memo tracing ancestry of Miguel de Manzanares via the Matta-Penaranda line, to
prove his right to inherit a capellania
Burgo de Osma, 1748
Various documents concerning the capellanias founded by Gaspar de Matta and his
wife, Maria Ruiz de Almansa, and by Juan de Penaranda, inherited by Miguel de
Manzanares
Burgo de Osma, 1748
Account of funds owed by Miguel de Manzanares for masses said in accord with the
provisions of the capellania founded by Juan de Penaranda
Siguenza, 1756
Testimony supporting Juan de Vigil y Quinones' claim to the estate of Ana Hernando
Moron, 1757
Inventory of property belonging to the capellania founded by Isidro Alcantara, a
priest. Miguel Cogolludo was the incumbent
Siguenza, 1757
Copy of a petition for a dowry from the obra pia established by Antonio, Francisco,
and Isabel Caballero de Olivares
Berlanga, 1761
Copies of 1) marriage certificate of Francisco de Olivares, widower, and Maria de la
Fuente, 26 April 1572, and 2) baptismal certificate, Francisco de Olivares de la
Fuente, 23 August 1579
Burgo de Osma, 1771
File of four documents concerning the capellanias founded by Juan de Penaranda
Burgo de Osma, 1777
File of four documents concerning the capellanias founded by Juan de Penaranda
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Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several to ... (Continued)
no place (Siguenza?), 1762

4

15

4

15

4

15

4

16

4

16

4

17

4

17

4

18

4

18

5

1

Letter to the abbott and priests of the Iglesia Colegial, Villa de Berlanga, from
Hipolito de Olier y Martinez, and Vicente Olier y Martinez, concerning award of a
scholarship (‘memoria de alimentos’) founded by Francisco de la Fuente and his
nephew Francisco Olibares de la Fuente
Moron, 1764
Contract for the sale of a parcel of land belonging to the Iglesia Parroquial, purchased
by Andres de Matheo and re-sold to Miguel de Manzanares
Lugar de Chercoles, 1767
Copy of a document of 1648 ratifying establishment of a misa de aniversario on land
inherited by Juan de Sebastian
Burgos, 1769
Account book belonging to the obra pia founded by Francisca de Castro y Castilla,
Condesa de Montalbo: includes a list of mortgages held by the obra pia
Burgos, 1824
Account book belonging to the obra pia founded by Francisca de Castro y Castilla,
Condesa de Montalbo: includes a list of mortgages held by the obra pia
Siguenza, 1771
File of legal papers on the capellania founded by Isabel de Olibares and Juan
Gutierrez: includes detailed genealogical information
Almazan, 1777
Mortgage agreement between Miguel de Manzanares and Estanislao and Francisco
Baltuena
Moron, 1779
Rental contract for property belonging to Miguel de Manzanares and leased to Julian
Blanco, Josef Moreno, and Clemente Garay
no place, 1780
Notes concerning the capellanias founded by Gaspar de Matta and his wife, Mariana
Ruiz de Almansa in 1613, probably made by the incumbent, Miguel de Manzanares
?Valladolid, 1780
Edict permitting Juan de Dios Perez y Torres to make copies of baptismal certificates
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Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several to ... (Continued)
of heirs to the property entailed by Juan Calbo (var.=Calvo) and his wife, Maria
Hernandez
Siguenza, 1781

5

1

5

1

5

2

5

2

5

2

5

3

5

3

5

4

5

5

Legal file belonging to the cathedral chapter concerning a quarrel on the distribution
of income belonging to the Mesa Capitular
Siguenza, 1803
Legal file belonging to the cathedral chapter concerning a quarrel on the distribution
of income belonging to the Mesa Capitular
Siguenza, 1783
Certificate of incumbency of the capellania founded by Antonio Barona and Ana
Hernando in the church of San Juan Baptista, Atienza
Siguenza, 1789
Legal file concerning suit for damages to the property belonging to the capellania
founded by Pedro Martinez del Cavallo in Lugar de Atienza. The inventory of
damages includes estimates of the cost of repairs
Siguenza, 1790
Legal file concerning suit for damages to the property belonging to the capellania
founded by Pedro Martinez del Cavallo in Lugar de Atienza. The inventory of
damages includes estimates of the cost of repairs
Siguenza, 1790
Deed of sale of property in Siguenza sold to Juan de Mojares y Galan and his wife
Maria Josefa Cabellos by Pedro Brugeras and his son
no place, 0000
(pre-1790) Legal document proving Miguel de Manzanares' right to inherit property
entailed by Andres Gutierrez. Includes extracts from Gutierrez' will and a genealogical
chart
Moron, 1790
Probate documents of Miguel de Manzanares' will
Moron, 1790
Inventory of cash belonging to Miguel de Manzanares and found in a wooden box
after his death
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Series 1: Documents from the town of Burgos (and several to ... (Continued)
no place (Moron?), 0000

5

5

5

6

5

6

5

7

5

8

5

8

5

9

5

9

5

10

(1790?) Inventory of property in Burgo de Osma and Lugar del Soto belonging to the
mayorazgo de Penaranda. Includes a list of mortgages
Siguenza, 1791
Record of testimony on Miguel de Mojares y Cabellos' right to inherit the capellania
founded by Juan Gutierrez and Isabel de Olivares
Siguenza, 1791
Title issued to Josef Gutierrez and certificate of incumbency, capellania founded by
Pedro Martinez del Caballo
Moron, 1791
Copy of testimony collected by heirs of capellanias founded by Juan de la Cuesta, Ana
Gutierrez, Catalina de la Pena, Juan de la Muela, Juan Gimenez, Diego de Afuera, and
Juan Gutierrez includes. Includes a genealogical chart and petitions for award of
dowries
Madrid, 1792
Letter from Ignacio Abadia to Guillermo Maria de Grimarest, son of Brigadier
Enrique de Grimarest, Governor Intendant of Sonora and Sinaloa, Mexico. Includes
transcription of a Royal Order of 17 December 1792 naming Guillermo Maria de
Grimarest and Joaquin Josef de Vera as royal pages
Burgo de Osma, 1792
Accounts for 1778-1790 drawn up by Marcus Encabo, administrator of the property
entailed in the capellanias founded by Gaspar de Matta and Maria Ruiz de Almansa
and inherited by Miguel de Manzanares. Includes statements of interest earned on
mortgages held by the capellanias
Siguenza, 1792
Carta de poder appointing Felipe Ossete y Funes apoderado for Juan de Mojares
Galan, to collect debts owed to the capellania founded by Juan Gutierrez and Isabel de
Olibares
Siguenza, 1792
Certificate of incumbency, capellania founded by Pedro Martinez del Cavallo,
inherited by Josef Gutierrez
Siguenza, 1792
Certificate of incumbency, capellania founded by Juan de Blas, inherited by Miguel
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Mojares y Cavellos
Siguenza, 1792

5

10

5

11

5

12

5

12

5

13

5

13

5

14

5

15

5

15

Certificates of incumbency and possession of the capellania founded by Pedro el Duro,
inherited by Miguel Mojares
Logrono, 1792
Copy of documents by which Angela de Gazmuri founded a capellania. Includes
accounts rendered by Rafael Gazmuri, chaplain and nephew of the founder
?Riojo, 1792
Inventory of property in Vallejo del Robre and La Muela belonging to the Conde de
Mendejar
?Burgos, 0000
(1793?) Inventory of papers concerning the Chapel of San Juan Portalatin, found
inside account books belonging to Juan de Castro y Castilla, Conde de Montalbo
Burgos, 1793
Inventory of property purchased for the obra pia founded by Francisca de Castro y
Polanco, Condesa de Montalbo, and found inside the account book belonging to Juan
de Castro y Castillo, Conde de Montalbo
Madrid, 1793
Printed copy of the real cedula establishing rules for land use in the Montes de
Extremadura
Valladolid, 1797
Copy of a royal order recognizing Miguel Antonio Ochoa's hidalguia and
commanding city and town authorities in Soria to permit him to use a coat-of-arms
Moron, 1799
Rental contract for land in Momblona, near Almazan, owned by Fermin de
Manzanares
Moron, 0000
(c. 1800?) Legal brief: Fermin de Manzanares vs. Ramon Gutierrez for inheritance of
the mayorazgo founded by Andres Gutierrez
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Burgos, 1801

5

16

5

16

5

17

5

17

5

18

5

18

5

19

5

19

5

20

5

20

Auditor's certificate, capellania del Rosario, Santa Iglesia de Osma, founded by
Gaspar de Matta and Maria Ruiz de Almansa and inherited by Miguel de Manzanares,
Fermin de Manzanares, and Estanislao Garzes
no place, 0000
Descriptions (with rough diagrams) of parcels of land attached to the flour mill
established by Juan de Bartholome
Moron, 1807
Will of Fermina Gutierrez, wife of Francisco Garcia
Siguenza, 1808
Copy of portions of a legal brief concerning the capellanias founded by Juan de la
Cuesta, Juan de Penaranda, and Juan Sanz de Bordeje, inherited by Miguel de
Manzanares, Fermin de Manzanares, and Estanislao Garzes
no place, 0000
Genealogical chart beginning with Juan Sanz de Bordeje, founder of a capellania and
mayorazgo, tracing the family through the Penaranda branch to Miguel de Manzanares
Lugar de Atanze, 1811
Will of Fausto Munoz
Madrid, 1812
Petition for change of apoderado by the heirs of Teresa Martin Pastos, deceased
citizen of Madrid. Found inside ‘Censo perpetuo de la Villa de Canillas’
Nobrieras, 1813
Copy of the marriage contract of Juan Josef Perez y Dominguez and Maria Ignacia
Fernandez de Heredia
Logrono, 1813
Statements of accounts, 1800-1817, belonging to the estate of Rafael Gazmuri who
had inherited a capellania in the Church of Santiago el Real
Logrono, 1817
Statements of accounts, 1800-1817, belonging to the estate of Rafael Gazmuri who
had inherited a capellania in the Church of Santiago el Real
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?Burgos, 1815

5

21

5

21

5

22

5

22

5

23

5

23

5

24

5

24

5

25

5

25

Index of wills and property inherited from the Abila, Agreda, and Pesquer families by
the Marques de Lorca, Conde de Encinas
Siguenza, 1815
Petition of Tomas Manzanares concerning inheritance of a capellania founded by Juan
de la Cuesta and his wife Juana Hernandez de Borjabad and augmented by capellanias
founded by Juan de Penaranda and Juan Sanz de Bordeje
Lugar de Narros, 1817
Copy of Fausto Eduardo Perez' baptismal certificate
Siguenza, 1817
Petition by Tomas Manzanares y Contreras, for a copy of witnesses' testimony on his
birth and baptism. His original certificate had been destroyed in a fire
Agreda, 1818
Copy of the baptismal certificate of Joseph Joaquin Romualdo Perez
Siguenza, 1818
Certificates of incumbency and possession of a patrimonio ecclesiastico issued to
Cipriano Ramon Mojares
Calahorra, 1818
Certificates of incumbency and possession issued to Tomas Rafael Delgado,
capellania founded by Angela Gazmuri in Logrono
Siguenza, 1825
Certificate of incumbency issued to Juan Mojares, capellania founded by Juan
Gutierrez and Isabel de Olivares
Huermeses (Siguenza), 1827
Rental agreement for properties belonging to the capellania founded by Maria
Senderos and Sebastiana Bequillas
Siguenza, 1834
Letter from Juan Mojares to the town council of Lugar de Santiuste, patrons of the
capellania founded by Maria Senderos and Sebastiana Veguilla. Certificates of
incumbency and possession issued to Juan Mojares. Includes genealogical chart and
description of sources of income from the capellania
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Moron, 1838

5

25

5

25

5

26

5

26

5

27

5

27

5

28

5

28

5

29

5

30

Sales contract for land in Momblona sold by Petra Manzanares and her husband
Fausto Perez land belonged to the capellania founded by Juan de Penaranda
no place, 0000
Memo listing supplies provided by Josefa Garces for her wedding
Moron, 1840
Receipt for payment of funds inherited by Petra de Manzanares from her mother,
Thomasa Garces, and paid to her husband, Fausto Perez, by her father, Fermin de
Manzanares. Genealogy of Manuel Geronimo de la Cuesta and Juan de la Cuesta
noted on verso
Moron, 1840
Miscellaneous memoranda, letters, fragments of rough drafts etc., concerning
inheritance of property in several families including Matta, Cuesta, and Manzanares.
Folded inside a rough draft genealogical chart
Moron, 1853
Fragment of an inventory of property belonging to Petra Ignacia Manzanares,
deceased, to be divided among seven heirs
Mandayona, 1863
Rough draft of the will of Dorotea Martinez
no place (Moron?), 0000
1865 Rough draft of a legal document to be used by the Perez Manzanares brothers in
their dispute with Manuel Delgado. Date and place of documument's creation is
postulated.
Madrid, 1865
Letter from Dr. Aguirre, signed by his assistant Licenciado Francisco Garcia Cabrero,
to the Perez Manzanares brothers concerning the property sold to Manuel Delgado
no place (?Moron), 0000
1865 Memorandum of a consultation on the sale of property to Manuel Delgado by
Fausto Perez and his sons, Manuel, Claudio, Bernardino, and Bonifacio Perez
Manzanares. Date and place of documument's creation is postulated.
Moron, 1867
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Letter from Manuel Perez Manzanares to his brother Bernardino in Siguenza
concerning the suit against Manuel Delgado
Agreda, 1869

5

30

5

31

5

31

5

32

5

33

5

33

5

33

5

34

5

34

Letter to Balbina Ortega from Manuel Maria Gomez concerning the estate of Ramon
Cuesta. Inheritance disputed by 24 people including one who lived in Mexico
Burgo de Osma, 1872
Letter to Andres Garces from Juan de Martinez concerning inheritance of capellanias
inherited via the Matta family
Burgo de Osma, 1877
Letter from Domingo Gimeno de Aguilar to Bernardino Perez Manzanares informing
him that the document he had requested had been located and sent
Burgo de Osma, 1877
Copies of various documents requested by Manuel Perez Manzanares in support of his
claim to the mayorazgos founded by Andres Gutierrez and Juan de Penaranda, later
inherited by Miguel de Manzanares. Date is postulated.
Moron, 1879
Two letters: from Miguel Alonso in Burgo de Osma to Bonifacio Perez Manzanares,
and from Bonifacio in Moron to one of his brothers concerning the need to present
witnesses in a lawsuit
Burgo de Osma, 1879
Two letters: from Miguel Alonso in Burgo de Osma to Bonifacio Perez Manzanares,
and from Bonifacio in Moron to one of his brothers concerning the need to present
witnesses in a lawsuit
Moron, 1879
Letter from Bonifacio Perez Manzanares to his brother Bernardino, on efforts to
secure documents supporting claims to several capellanias once occupied by Miguel
de Manzanares, including the capellania founded by Juan de Penaranda
Madrid, 1879
Letter from Manuel Saleta to Bernardino Perez Manzanares concerning proof of
relationship to founders of capellanias
no place, 0000
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1879 Memorandum requesting documents to prove “Senor Perez” right to inherit la
capellania del Burgo de Osma' (? founded by Juan de Penaranda). Date is postulated.
no place, 0000

5

35

5

35

6

1

6

1

6

2

6

2

6

2

6

3

6

3

(?1879) Memo from Bonifacio Perez Manzanares to his brother (?Bernardino) listing
baptismal certificates from which he had extracted information
no place, 0000
Memo informing an unnamed person that a search of records reveals no houses
belonging to the capellania founded by Juan de Penaranda, and that Juan Matta, of
Quintanar del Rey, was searching the same records advises Bernardino Perez
Manzanares to make an official inquiry to locate a legal file
Burgos, 1880
Letter from Emeterio Pena y Conde to Bernardino Perez Manzanares in Siguenza
concerning the selection of a lawyer to represent Bernardino's sister in a lawsuit
Almazan, 1880
Inventory of land belonging to the capellania founded by Juan de la Cuesta and
located in Ontalvilla de Almazan, administered by Andres Garces
Burgos, 1880
Letter to Bernardino Perez Manzanares from Emeterio Pena y Conde, signed by the
latter's clerk, Damian Abella. Concerning Bernardino's appeal of a court decision
Moron, 1882
Incomplete letter to Bernardino Perez Manzanares from his brother, concerning their
grandmother's birth certificate (Cuesta family), and giving dates of birth for other
family members
Burgo de Osma, 1883
Letter from Juan Alonso de Matta to the parish priest, Moron concerning inheritance
of capellanias founded by Gaspar de Matta and his wife, and Juan de Penaranda.
Includes a list of baptismal and death certificates.
Siguenza, 1885
Copy of an ecclesiastic decree awarding a scholarship to the Seminario Conciliar de
San Bartolome to Jose Suarez y Cortes: incumbency sought by Bernardino Perez
Manzanares for his son
no place, 0000
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Memo concerning the capellania founded by Juan de Penaranda
no place, 0000

6

4

6

4

6

5

6

6

6

7

6

8

6

9

6

9

Copies of baptismal certificates of Maria Josefa de la Cuesta (1775), Josef Toribio
Perez Dominguez (1796), and Fausto Eduardo Perez Dominguez (1800). Includes a
certificate of donation of income from mayorzgos to Gaspar de Riba de Neira
no place, 0000
Fragment (pages 50-53, 56-59) of a legal file in which the following earlier documents
were copied: Madrid, 1653: Dowry and marriage contract between Baltasar de Riba de
Neira y Zuniga and Ines Nino de Acuna. Valladolid, undated: certificate of payment of
funds due in accord with the marriage contract
Siguenza, 1887
Copy of testimony in lawsuit for inheritance of capellanias founded by Juan de
Penaranda, Juan de la Cuesta, Juan Sanz de Bordeje, and Andres Gutierrez copies
requested by Bernardino Perez Manzanares
Siguenza, 1887
Copies of certificates and petitions concerning the mayorazgos and capellanias
inherited by Miguel de Manzanares: copies requested by Bernardino Perez
Manzanares
Siguenza, 1887
Notarized copies of documents founding capellanias in Moron: Juan de Penaranda,
Juan de la Cuesta, and Juan Sanz de Bordeje
Siguenza, 1887
Copies of documents concerning the capellania founded by Juan de Penaranda,
including a contract between Penaranda and his niece Maria, wife of Antonio Gascon
de Torquemada. Copies requested by Bernardino Perez Manzanares
no place, 0000
Memo recording a rough calculation of assets and debts of the capellania founded by
Juan de Penaranda, probably written by Bernardino Perez Manzanares
no place, 0000
Rough copy of the form for presenting information to the ‘Comision preparatoria para
ejecutar...el Convenio: ley sobre capellanias familiares y otras fundaciones piadosas,’
probably belonging to Bernardino Perez Manzanares
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no place, 0000

6

10

6

10

6

10

6

10

BOX

FOLDER

7

1

7

1

7

1

7

2

Petition by Simon Perez for a license to establish a loom and weaver in Lugar de
Pilatos, ?Agreda
no place, 0000
Inventory of landholdings near Soto de San Esteban
no place (Almazan?), 0000
Fragment of a legal file describing parcels of land
no place, 0000
Fragment (pp. 41-79) of an inventory of parcels of land, describing boundaries

Series 2: Documents from the Town of Alarcon (and vicinity)

TITLE

no place, 0000
Fragment of a carta de privilegio y confirmacion, possibly issued by Juana la
Beltraneja, granting exemptions and fueros to the settlers of Alarcon
no place, 1474
Fragment of a carta de privilegio y confirmacion issued by Fernando and Isabel,
copied in 1504 as evidence in a lawsuit in which the town of Hiniesta sued Ruy Diaz
de Oviedo, collector of the royal sheep tax (servicio y montazgo), for the Bishops of
Cuenca and Cartagena
Trujillo, 1479
Decree issued by Fernando and Isabel on the separation of the town of Villanueva de
la Jara from the jurisdiction of Alarcon, and the marking of boundaries between them.
Copied in Granada in 1549
Barchin, 1481
Agreement between the alcalde ordinario of Alacron and Juan de ?Suleta of Barchin
on sheep tolls and other matters causing conflicts between the towns
Alarcon, 1481

7

Legal file concerning quarrels between Alarcon and Barchin on the boundaries and
use of town lands. The file consists of nine documents of varying sizes stitched
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together, of which No. 8 (1759) summarizes the history of the dispute.
Toledo, 1482

7

3

7

3

7

4

7

4

7

4

7

5

7

5

7

5

7

5

Two decrees issued by Fernando and Isabel on sheep tolls collected by the town of
Alacron, copied at the request of Diego de Illescas about 1594
Villanueva de la Jara, 1482
Judical sentence handed down by Lcdo. Francisco Gonzalez de Molina, on juez
comisario for Isabel, concerning boundaries between Alacron and other towns,
enclosures, and sheep tolls. Copied at the request of Diego de Illescas about 1594.
Alarcon, 1501
List of documents received by Juan de Valverde, notary for Alarcon
no place (Escalona?), 1503
Letter addressed to the town council of Alarcon from the Marquesde Villena
concerning the arrests of trespassers on town lands, and the policing of town
boundaries
Alarcon, 1509
Notarized copy of a royal decree issued in 1481 on Alarcon's right to collect sheep
tolls (borras), testimony of town officials on the issue
Alarcon, 1510
Power of attorney issued by the town council to Cristoval ?Peres, to represent Alarcon
in lawsuits against Hiniesta and other towns
Cuenca, 1512
Hearing before the corregidor Pero Suarez de Castilla on the lawsuit: Alarcon vs.
Hiniesta, on sheep tolls ( borras ). Includes a copy of a power of attorney issued by
Alarcon, and a copy of an edict issued by Queen Juana
Alarcon, 1514
Copy of a decree issued in 1513 by the Marques de Villena concerning the term of
office of the alcalde, Diego del Castillo
La Motilla, 1514
Sentence handed down by Diego de ?Alcibaver in the lawsuit Alarcon vs. citizens of
El Peral
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Torre de Villanueva del Rio, 1515

7

6

7

6

7

6

7

6

7

7

7

7

7

8

7

8

7

8

Notarized injunction ordering Pedro Ruiz de Alarcon and his workmen to stop
construction of a mill. Includes a copy of the power of attorney given to Martin de
Olmedilla by the Marques de Villena, mayordomo mayor of the queen's household
no place (Alarcon), 0000
Expense account submitted to the town council by the regidor Benito Garcia for
repairs to the puerta del rio
Alarcon, 1515
Memorandum of matters to be discussed with the corregidor by Diego de Padilla,
representing Alarcon. Marginal comments in another hand record rulings
Alarcon, 1515
Minutes of a meeting of the town council of Alarcon concerning a lawsuit against the
towns of Buenache and San Clemente, and objecting to the appointment of Luis de
Yelves to represent Alarcon
Cuenca, 1516
Official notification of the subsidy granted to Juana and Carlos V by the Cortes of
Burgos. The towns belonging to Diego Lopez Pacheco, Marques de Villena (including
Alarcon) owed 142,235 maravedis.
Alarcon, 1520
Letter from the town council to the Marques de Villena asking various favors, and
with marginal notes in another hand indicating his decision in each matter. Date is
1520's
Barchin, 1520
Letter to town council of Alarcon from Juan de Monteagudo and the town council of
Barchin, complaining abut the treatment of citizens of Barchin by Alarcon's caballero
de la sierra
Barchin, 1520
Two letters to the town council of Alarcon from the town council of Barchin
concerning grazing rights
Alarcon, 1520
Hearing before the town council of Alarcon on a complaint brought by two
councilmen against Francisco and Luis Guzman for forcefully occupying pasture land
belonging to the village of Olmedilla, and plowing it
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no place (Escalona?), 1521

7

9

7

9

7

10

7

10

7

10

7

11

7

11

7

12

7

12

Two documents one on each side of the page: a) A petition presented by the lawyer for
Elvira de laredo, Pasqual Canada, Fernando Laredo, and Sebastian de Laredo in the
lawsuit against Geronimo Pacheco b) Inventory of documents belonging to the
Marques de Villena in Escalona, pertaining to Geronimo Pacheco's suit against the
Laredos
no place (Escalona?), 0000
Letter to town council of Alarcon from Geronimo Pacheco asking that his sheep be
permitted to graze on town lands
Avila, 1522
Receipt issued by Diego ?Gonzalez de Montemayor for funds received from Andres
Lopez ?Saldianaldo for payment of fees
Alarcon, 1522
Loan agreement signed by Hernando de Espinosa and Anton de Moya for Alarcon,
and Gonzalo Gonzalez de Can1amares, his nephew of the same name, and Agustin
Lopez
Escalona, 1523
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the Marques de Villena, concerning the
town's contribution of funds to pursue lawsuits
Alarcon, 1524
Petition addressed to the Duque de Escalona, Marques de Villena, by the town council
of Alarcon, concerning the town's pastures. Notes on the back of the document in a
different hand
Escalona, 1525
Fragment of a legal file concerning Alarcon's right to restitution of confiscated town
lands
Alarcon, 1525
Fragment of a memorandum of petitions from the town council of Alarcon to the
?Marques de Villena. Marginal comments in another hand record rulings. Official
seals are interesting
no place (Alarcon), 1525
Fragment of a book recording the minutes of meeting of the town council
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Escalona, 1525

7

13

7

13

7

13

7

13

7

14

7

14

7

14

7

15

7

15

Edict issued by Diego Lopez Pacheco, Duque de Escalona, Marques de Villena,
Conde de Santisteban, Mayordomo de la corona real de Castilla off, appointing
Hernando Cano corregidor for the Marquesado de Villena
Alarcon, 1915
Hearing before the corregidor Hernando Cano concerning the construction of mills on
the Rio Jucar by a citizen of Villanueva de la Jara
San Clemente & Alarcon, 1526
Notarized copy of a legal file on tithe collections. Includes a power of attorney issued
by the town council of Alarcon, and a copy of a royal edict addressed to the Bishop of
Cuenca. Copied about 1595
Cuenca, 1526
Edict issued by Bachiller ?Guillermo de Gamarra, teniente corregidor of Cuenca and
Huete, for the collection of taxes from the Marquesado de Villena, including Alarcon
Alarcon, 1527
Report of Garcia de Villasen1or, caballero de la sierra, to Fernando de Mendoza and
Diego Lopez de Flormestqa of the town council, on the arrest of Francisco de Perona
Barchin, 1527
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the town council of Barchin, asking for an
extension of the deadline to present their legal brief in the lawsuit concerning town
pastures
no place (Granada?), 0000
Drafts of two letters (incomplete) addressed to court officials by the on apoderado for
Alarcon, concerning town enclosures usurped by Barchin
Alarcon, 1528
Certificate issued by the town council of Alarcon authorizing Diego Lopez de
Flomesta to transfer funds to Gercia Zapata to pay fees for testimony taken from
citizens of El Can1avate in a lawsuit
Alarcon, 1529
Certificate issued by the town council authorizing Diego Lopez de Flomesta to
transfer funds to Juan de Ruy Perez (var. = Ruiperez) y Villasen1or and to Garcia
Zapata: their fees for services rendered in Alarcon's lawsuit against the town of
Olivares
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1529

7

16

7

16

7

17

7

17

7

17

7

18

7

18

7

19

7

19

List of questions to be asked of witnesses in the case brought by Fernando de Moya,
caballero de la sierra, against Lope de Alarcon
Alarcon, 1529
Legal file on charges brought against Diego Martinez by Diego Lopez de Flomest and
Juan de Sevilla, caballeros de la sierra. The case was tried by the alcaldes ordinarios of
Alarcon
Alarcon, 1529
Record of a hearing before Fernando de Montoya, alcalde ordinario, in which Pedro
?Salvador and Diego Diaz were fined for poaching
Alarcon, 1529
Doubtful date. Petition addressed to the Duke of Escalona, Marques de Villena, by the
town council of Alarcon. Marginal notes in another hand record rulings
Alarcon, 1529
Record of a hearing before the alcaldes ordinarios on charges brought against a
resident of Corun1a by Diego Lopez de Flomesta, caballero de la sierra, for
trespassing on town lands with his flock of goats and cattle
Alarcon, 1529
Record of a hearing before the alcaldes ordinarios on charges brought by Francisco de
Moya, caballero de la sierra, against Miguel Perez of El Can1avate, for illegally
pasturing five cows on Alarcon's enclosure
Alarcon, 1529
Record of a hearing before the alcaldes ordinarios on a suit brought by Anton
?Sanchez de Moya against Marco del Hito of Valhermoso, whose mule had been
grazing in Moya's vineyard
Alarcon, 0000
Incomplete letter addressed to ‘Muy Illmo. Senor’ (?Marques de Villena) probably
from the town council, asking him to appoint town officers for the coming year and
appealing for seed to enable farmers to plant the wheat crop
Alarcon, 1530
Letter from the town council of Alarcon to its dependent towns and villages,
transmitting orders from the Marquesa de Villena, administrator for her son, for the
collection of feudal dues, and calling for a census of inhabitants
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Alarcon, 1530

7

19

7

19

7

20

7

20

7

21

7

21

7

22

7

22

7

23

Judicial sentence issued by Pedro Vallestero, lieutenant- judge of the Marquesado de
Villena, calling for the arrest of Clemente Gomez of Honrubia and confiscation of his
Property. Includes inventory of property and the certificate of bond posted for Gomez
by Juanm de Orihuela of Honrubia
Alarcon, 1530
Notarized copy of a real provision (Madrid, 3 February 1530) issued by Carlos V and
Juana, addressed to all local officials, concerning thefailure of the harvest in Barchin,
the resulting hunger, and permitting sale of grain to agents from Barchin
Honrubia, 1530
Notarized copy of power of attorney attested to by Diego del Castillo, and granted by
Fernando de Billodre ‘el viejo’ to Pedro Vallestero, lieutenant-judge of the
Marquesado de Villena
Alarcon, 1530
Survey of the enclosure ‘Cabeza de los Silos’ which Juana de Baeza inherited from
her father, Pedro de Baeza
Alarcon?, 0000
Letter from Fernando de Montoya, apoderado for Alarcon, to the ?Marques de Villena,
concerning demarcation of town lands
Alarcon, 1530
Report of Francisco de Moya, caballero de la sierra, to the town council, and
testimony in the case of over-grazing by sheep belonging to Lope de Alarcon
Alarcon, 1530
Hearing in the case of Francisco de Moya, caballero de la sierra, vs. Lope de Alarcon
Alarcon, 1530
Judicial sentence handed down by the municipal court, Francisco de Moya, caballero
de la sierra, vs. Lope de Alarcon
Alarcon, 1530
hearing before the town council of the case brought by Juan Alonso and Juan de
Sevilla, caballeros de la sierra, against Juan Najarro de Cardenete for failure to pay
sheep tolls (borras) off
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no place, 0000

7

23

7

23

7

24

7

24

7

25

7

25

7

25

7

25

7

25

7

25

Draft of a petition presented to bachiller Alonso ?Cerillos, juez comisario, by Juan de
Sevilla who represented Alarcon
Alarcon, 1530
Report of Juan Alonso, caballero de la sierra, to Diego de la Serna, alcalde ordinario,
on the arrest of Banito de la Casa of Barchin for illegally cutting pines
Alarcon, 1530
Minutes of a hearing before Fernando de Montoya, alcalde ordinario, and the judicial
sentence in a case involving illegal cutting of pines
Alarcon, 1530
Report of Garcia Vizcarra, caballero de la sierra, to Fernando de Montoya, alcalde
ordinario, concerning the arrest of ?? Lopez de Fuentes for failure to pay sheep tolls
Alarcon, 1530
Draft of a petition to the town council, Diego de la Serna, alcalde ordinario, brought
by Juan Ximenez of Barchin and concerning food supplies
Escalona, 1531
Contract for the sale of a parcel of land by Gil del Olmedilla, citizen of Alarcon, to
Juan Carnicero, a citizen of Alarcon who lived in Gascasgranja
Escalona, 1531
Petition presented to the ?Marques de Villena by the apoderado for Pascual Carretero
and Juan Carnicero of Alarcon in their lawsuit against Geronimo Pacheco
Escalona, 1531
Petition presented to the ?Marques by the apoderado for Juan Carnicero and his
associates in their lawsuit against Geronimo Pacheco
Barchin, 1530
Notarized copy of a legal file and decree issued by Carlos V and Juana in the lawsuit:
Diego Lopez Pacheco (Marques de Villena), Diego de Castro (caballero de la sierra),
and the town of Alarcon vs. Benito de la Casa and the town of Barchin. Copy
requested in Barchin, 1621, by Pasqual de la orden, whose petition is attached
Barchin, 1621
Notarized copy of a legal file and decree issued by Carlos V and Juana in the lawsuit:
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Diego Lopez Pacheco (Marques de Villena), Diego de Castro (caballero de la sierra),
and the town of Alarcon vs. Benito de la Casa and the town of Barchin. Copy
requested in Barchin, 1621, by Pasqual de la orden, whose petition is attached
Hiniesta, 1532

8

1

8

1

8

2

8

2

8

3

8

3

8

3

Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Dr. Espinosa, lawyer for Diego Lopez
Granero, alcalde ordinario, in the appeal of a ruling issued by the Marquesa de Villena
in the lawsuit against Montalbanejo
Granada, 1534
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Diego Alvarez, complaining that the
council's letters do not answer his questions concerning lawsuits between Alarcon and
the towns of Olivares, Tarazona, and La Roda, and on sheep tolls (borras)
Alarcon, 0000
Letter from the town council to the Marques de Villena, asking him to intervene on
their behalf to collect sheep tolls (borras) due from the town of La Roda
Granada?, 1534
Receipt for funds paid by Lcdo. de la Orden on behalf of Alarcon to the lawyer Diego
de ?Polanco
Villanueva de la Jara, 1535
Three documents: a) Power of attorney issued by the town council to Francisco
Nabarro and Sebvastian Clemente, commissioned to represent Villanueva de la Jara
and other towns dependent upon Alarcon in the lawsuit against the lessee of the salt
cave. b) Copy of a decree issued by Juana and Carlos V addressed to Alonso Pacheco
of San Clemente, concerning the mills. c) Injunction presented by Sebastian Clemente,
representing Villanueva de la Jara, to the town council of Alarcon, in the lawsuit
against Alonso Pacheco on ownership of the mills
Granada, 1535
Three documents: a) Power of attorney issued by the town council to Francisco
Nabarro and Sebvastian Clemente, commissioned to represent Villanueva de la Jara
and other towns dependent upon Alarcon in the lawsuit against the lessee of the salt
cave. b) Copy of a decree issued by Juana and Carlos V addressed to Alonso Pacheco
of San Clemente, concerning the mills. c) Injunction presented by Sebastian Clemente,
representing Villanueva de la Jara, to the town council of Alarcon, in the lawsuit
against Alonso Pacheco on ownership of the mills
Alarcon, 1535
Three documents: a) Power of attorney issued by the town council to Francisco
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Nabarro and Sebvastian Clemente, commissioned to represent Villanueva de la Jara
and other towns dependent upon Alarcon in the lawsuit against the lessee of the salt
cave. b) Copy of a decree issued by Juana and Carlos V addressed to Alonso Pacheco
of San Clemente, concerning the mills. c) Injunction presented by Sebastian Clemente,
representing Villanueva de la Jara, to the town council of Alarcon, in the lawsuit
against Alonso Pacheco on ownership of the mills
Alarcon, 1535

8

3

8

3

8

4

8

4

8

5

8

5

8

6

8

6

Declaration by the lwyer representing Diego de Padilla in a lawsuit concerning the
caballeros de la sierra
no place (?Granada), 0000
Fragment of a ruling by the Audiencia in a lawsuit concerning grazing rights and the
inheritance of an enclosure, involving Alarcon and the Marques de Villena. The land
in dispute had been purchased by the Maestre de Santiago from Lope de Alarcon
Alarcon, 1536
Hearing before the alcaldes ordinarios on a trespassing case brought by Pedro ?Gori,
caballero de la sierra, against Francisco Orihuela
Alarcon, 1536
Hearing before Juan de Ruiperez, alcalde ordinario, concerning the arrest of
trespassers on the town's enclosure by Juan Alonso and Pero de ?Bayllo, caballeros de
la sierra
Alarcon, 1536
Hearing before Juan de Ruiperez, alcalde ordinario, of charges brought by Diego
Lopez de Flomesta and Fernando de Mendoza, on caballeros de la sierra, against
Pedro de Reyna and Francisco de la ?Gracia, for illegally cutting wood in Fuente el
Puerco
Alarcon, 1537
Report of Andres Vizcarra, caballero de la sierra, on the arrest of Alonso Salvador,
shepherd for Francisco de ?Murriero
Alacron, 1537
Certificate issued by the town council authorizing payment of fees and wages due to
various persons, including a messenger to Escalona, seat of the Marques de Villena
Alarcon, 1538
Certificate issued by the town council authorizing Perez de Arriaga, collector of fines,
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to transfer funds to Dr. Espinosa of Hiniesta in payment of his fees as lawyer
representing Alarcon
Alarcon, 1538

8

6

8

7

8

7

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

8

9

Certificate issued by the town council authorizing perez de Arriaga, collector of fines,
to transfer funds to Garcia Zapata, alcalde ordinario, to pay for his trip to hiniesta to
confer with Dr. Espinosa concerning the lawsuit: Alarcon vs. Villanueva de la Jara
Alarcon, 1538
Record of hearing before Andres del Castillo, alcalde ordinario, on charges brought by
Melchior de Sepulveda, on caballero de la sierra, against a resident of El Can1avate
for illegally pasturing his flock on Alarcon's enclosure
Alarcon, 1538
Record of a hearing before Garcia de Vizcarra, alcalde ordinario, on charges brought
by Garcia de Villasen1or, caballero de la sierra, against Lorenzo Murzillo and Pedro
de ?Requena of Olivares, for illegally cutting wood
Hiniesta, 1538
Letter from Dr. Espinosa to Perez de Arriaga, collector of fines, asking that his salary
as lawyer for Alarcon be paid to Juan de Castan1eda. Includes a receipt issued by
Pedro de Castan1eda, Juan's brother
Alarcon, 1538
Letter from the town council to the officials of the villages within its jurisdiction
announcing that Andres de Vizcarra and Melchior de Sepulveda were appointed to
collect sheep tolls (borras) for the year
(various), 1538
Official acknowledgement from towns (including Hontezvilla, Valverde, Barchin, El
Peral, and Minaya) within the jurisdiciton of Alarcon, of the notice that Andres de
Vizcarra and Melchior de Sepulveda were authorized to collect sheep tolls (borras)
Cuenca, 1538
Fragment of a bull of excommunication issued in the name of ‘el muy Reverendo
Sen1or doctor Mun1oz’ by Luis de Cuellar: the document continues with testimony by
Alonso Carrillo, Bishop of Cuenca
Granada, 0000
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Fernando de Sepulveda, concerning the
lawsuit against the town of Minaya for failure to pay sheep tolls (borras)
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Alarcon, 1539

8

9

8

9

8

10

8

11

8

11

8

11

8

11

8

12

8

12

Report of Juan Martinez de la Casa, caballero de la sierra, on the arrest of Martin
Moreno of El Peral
Alarcon, 1539
Hearing before Fernando Castillo, alcalde ordinario on charges brought by Juan
Martinez de la Casa, caballero de la sierra, against Miguel Martinez Calvo of El
Can1avate, for poaching
Escalona, 1540
Town ordinances of Alarcon issued by the Marques de Villena and signed by him
Barchin, 1540
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the town council of Barchin protesting the
arrest of Pedro Miguel of Barchin by Pero Bayllo and Melchior Sepulveda, caballeros
de la sierra, for trespassing
Villagordo, 1541
Two documents: a) unsigned report written in Alarcon by the apoderado of the town
council who dealt with the town of Olivares in the lawsuit involving the sons of
Alonso Alvarez. b) Letter written in Villagordo by the Marques de Villena to
hernando Delgadillo, juez de comission for the King.
Alarcon, 1541
Two documents: a) unsigned report written in Alarcon by the apoderado of the town
council who dealt with the town of Olivares in the lawsuit involving the sons of
Alonso Alvarez. b) Letter written in Villagordo by the Marques de Villena to
hernando Delgadillo, juez de comission for the King.
Alarcon, 1541
Report of Juan Alonso, caballero de la sierra, on the arrest of Martin Martinez
Bermejo of El Can1avate
Cuenca, 1542
Notarized copy of a real provision (Madrid, 10 November 1541) issued by Carlos V
and Juana, addressed to the authorities of Cuenca and its province concerning thje
subsidy voted to the crown at the Cortes of Toledo in 1539
Valladolid, 1542
Decree of Carlos V and Juana addressed to the town councils of Belmonte, Castillo de
Garcimun1oz, Honrubia, and others belonging to the Marques de Villena, concerning
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the suit brought by Alarcon for exemption from the subsidy
Castilla de Garcimunoz, 1543

8

12

8

13

8

14

8

14

8

14

8

15

8

16

8

16

8

16

Decree of Carlos V and Juana addressed to the town council of Honrubia, concerning
the lawsuit against Alarcon on the enclosure of the pasture known as Fuente el Puerco.
The case was being heard by the Audiencia in Granada
no place (Granada?), 0000
Copy of the judicial sentence issued by the Audiencia of Granada in Alarcon's favor,
in the lawsuit against La Motilla, concerning the enclosures of Valhermoso and Pozo
Seco
Hiniesta, 0000
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Diego Lo1pez de Flomesta in which key
words are illegible, but concerning Alonso de Cuellar, postponement of a payment,
and mules
Alarcon, 1543
Power of attorney issued to Diego Lo1pez de Flomesta and Alonso Go1mez
authorizing them to collect FEUDAL DUES FROM 25 TOWNS AND VILLAGES
BELONGING TO THE MARQUeS DE Villena
Alarcon, 1543
Fragment of a legal file on a lawsuit between Alarcon and the Consejo de la Mesta
Alarcon, 1544
Legal file on the case brought by Diego de padilla, caballero de la sierra, on illegal
cutting of pines by the sons of Marti1n Reales
Alarcon, 1545
Power of attorney issued to Juan Pe1rez Hora by Diego de Padilla, caballero de la
sierra, in the case against Marti1n Reales and his sons
Alarcon, 1545
List of questions to be asked of witnesses, and testimony in the case of Marti1n Reales
and his sons
Alarcon, 1545
Summons issued to Marti1n Reales to appear before the judge of his district on illegal
cutting of pines by his sons
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Olivares, 1545

8

17

8

17

8

17

8

17

8

18

8

18

8

18

8

19

8

19

8

19

Copy of a complaint brought by the town council of Olivares against the town council,
alguaciles, and justices of Alarcon in the case involving Juan Alvarez and his brothers
who were arrested for trespassing by the authorities of Alarcon
Alarcon, 0000
List of questions to be asked of witnesses in Alarcon vs. Olivares, in the case against
Juan Alvarez and others, involving possession of the flour mills
Quintanar del Rey, 0000
Testimony of witnesses to the arrest of the miller Tomas Garcia for allegedly using
false weights and measures, by the authorities of Tarazona in a place belonging to the
jurisdiction of Alarcon
Granada, 1545
Letter from the bachiller ?Fernando de Iviernas to the town council of Alarcon,
concerning a dispute with the towns of Olivares and Tarazona, and pleading for funds
to pay legal fees
Alarcon, 1545
Record of a hearing before the alcalde ordinario in which Juan Carrasco confessed to
illegally cutting pines on town lands, as charged by Juan Alonso, caballero de la sierra
no place (?Montalbanejo), 1546
Letter from Velasco Carillo to the town council of Alarcon, acknowledging the receipt
of funds.
Granada, 1546
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Juan Perez de Tiarte conmplaining that his
salary had not been paid
Granada, 1547
Contracts for construction and lease of mills near Alarcon belonging to Leonor de
Guzman, lady-in-waiting to the Duchess of Calabria
Alarcon, 1547
Contracts for construction and lease of mills near Alarcon belonging to Leonor de
Guzman, lady-in-waiting to the Duchess of Calabria
Granada, 1547
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Letter to the town council of Alarcon from bachiller ?Fernando de Iviernas,
concerning the lawsuits against Olivares and Tarazona
no place, 1548

8

19

8

19

8

20

8

20

8

20

8

21

8

21

8

21

Two letters from bachiller Julian Fernandez to the town council of Alarcon,
concerning his salary
Alarcon, 1548
Letter to luis Mexia, agent for the Marques de Villena in Granada, from the town
council of Alarcon, concerning tyhe lawsuits involving some prisoners of Olivares,
mules, and other matters
Alarcon, 1548
Petition presented to the town council by Diego de Padilla, demanding that the town
repay the money he had loaned it. Official notice that the town was unable to pay.
Consequent order by Juan de Vargas, corregidor of the Marquesado de Villena,
ordering an investigation of town finances
Hinojosa, 1548
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the town council of Hinojosa thanking
them for a favor, and informing them that Hinojosa's agent in Granada would
cooperate with them in a lawsuit
Granada, 1548
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Juan Perez de Tiarte concerning Alarcon's
quarrel with the Consejo de la Mesta, which had sued the town and the Marques de
Villena over grazing privileges
Alarcon, 1548
Two documents: a) Power of attorney issued by the town council of Alarcon to Alonso
de Olmedo, authorizing him to hire a lawyer to represent the town before the
Audiencia de Granada. b) Contract issued to Olmedo, by which Lcdo. Alonso Castillo
was hired to represent Alarcon before the Audiencia de Granada
Granada, 1549
Two documents: a) Power of attorney issued by the town council of Alarcon to Alonso
de Olmedo, authorizing him to hire a lawyer to represent the town before the
Audiencia de Granada. b) Contract issued to Olmedo, by which Lcdo. Alonso Castillo
was hired to represent Alarcon before the Audiencia de Granada
no place (Alarcon), 0000
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undated (1549) Petition presented to the town council by Diego de Padilla, demanding
repayment of 4 ducados loaned to Alarcon in 1542
no place, 0000

8

21

8

21

8

21

8

22

8

22

8

22

8

22

8

22

9

1

Fragment of the last page of a legal file. The case involved Diego de Padilla. Tomas
Serrano was the notary
no place (Alarcon), 0000
Memorandum of matters to be discussed with bachiller Arbuleda, including a dispute
with the town of Barchin
Montalbanejo, 1549
Letter from Velasco Carrillo to Sebastian Valestero, town councilman of Alarcon,
declaring himself unable to repay funds advanced by the town council
Barchin, 1549
Letter to the town council of Alar5con from the town council of Barchin expressing
anger at a peron characterized as an extortionist, and asking Alarcon's aid in bringing
him to Barchin for prosecution
Granada, 1549
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Luis Mesin concerning the lawsuit against
Tarazona
San Clemente, 0000
Letter to the town council of Alarcon concerning lawsuits. Name of sender is illegible,
as are key words in the text
San Clemente, 1549
Notarized account of the mistaken arrest of hunters near Canada juncosa by an
alguacil of San Clemente
Alarcon, 0000
Draft of a letter addressed to ‘Muy magnifico Sr.,’ probably from the town council of
Alarcon to the mayor of another town (?San Clemente), complaining that the alguacil
of the other town had arrested citizens of Honrubia and Montalbanejo, and taken them
to Belmonte
Alarcon, 1549
Book of acts (Libro de Cabildo) of the town council of Alarcon
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Alarcon, 1555

9

1

10

1

10

1

10

1

10

1

10

1

10

2

10

2

10

2

Book of acts (Libro de Cabildo) of the town council of Alarcon
Alarcon, 1550
Certificate issued by the town council authroizing transfer of funds to bachiller
Hernandez in San Clemente to pay a fee to Lcdo. Alfaro, juez de su magestad
Granada, 1550
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Luis Mesin concerning the lawsuits against
Olivares and Tarazona, and informing the council that Alonso de Olmeda was actively
representing their interests
Granada, 1550
Decree of Carlos V addressed to the Duke of Escalona, Marques de Villena,
concerning the lawsuit between Alarcon and Barchin
no place, 0000
Fragment of a ruling calling for Barchin and Alarcon to share use of a parcel of land
Cuenca, 1551
Receipt issued by Alonso Hernando and Anton Granero for payment for hardware
required by construction of a new door for the room in which the towm council of
Alarcon met
Valladolid, 1551
Royal order issued by Carlos V, addressed to the corregidores, governors, and local
authorities concerning the supply of meat and the use of pastures. Includes the
responses of the town councilmen of Alarcon
Honrubia, 1551
Census of residents of Honrubia
Alarcon, 1551
Legal file concerning the right to reside in Alarcon and to hold town offices. Includes
the following: a) Muster of caballeros b) Declaration of Miguel de Lorca against
Francisco de Buedo, Francisco de Padilla, Melchor de Sepulveda, and Pedro de
Ruiperez, who lacked licenses issued by the Marquesa de Villena to reside in Alarcon,
and demanding that they be excluded from town offices c) Defense of the right of
residence by Padilla, Sepulveda, and Ruiperez d) Lorca'a testimony, and that of
witnesses
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Alarcon, 1551

10

2

10

3

10

3

10

3

10

3

10

3

10

4

10

4

10

4

Certificates attesting to the fact that Garcia de Lazcarra and Gabriel de Castaneda
could not attend the muster of caballeros because they were ill
Alarcon, 1551
Fragment of two documents: a) Declaration of criminal charges brought by Juan
Munoz against Bartolome Garcia and his son, and Juan Gonzalez, all of Villanueva de
la Jara, who attacked Munoz with weapons because he confiscated their flocks for
illegally grazing on Alarcon's common b) Certificate issued by Anton Granero,
collector of fines, to disburse funds to Alonso de Olmeda el viejo and Tomas Serrano,
for Serrano's trip to Villanueva de la Jara to deliver summonses in the Juan Munoz
case
Alarcon, 0000
Testimony concerning an attempt by the alcalde of Villanueva de la Jara to collect
fines from shepherds whose flocks were grazing on land claimed by Alarcon
Alarcon, 1551
Certificate issued by Hernan Vasquez de Garcia, alcalde ordinario, authorizing Graviel
de Castaneda, collector of fines, to disburse funds to Tomas Serrano for the latter's trip
to San Clemente to arrest Francisco Gomez
no place (Alarcon), 0000
A list of documents carried to Escalona by a messenger, and concerning the bridge
built by Villanueva de la Jara
Alarcon, 0000
Memorandum of petitions presented by Melchior Granero, apoderado for Alarcon, to
the marques de Villena. Rulings noted on the margin in another hand
Valladolid, 1551
Copy of a decree issued by Carlos V and Juana, addressed to the town council of
Alarcon, and concerning the bridge built by Vilanueva de la Jara
Almorox, 0000
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the Marques de Villena concerning many
issues, including the bridge built by Villanueva de la Jara, the lawsuits on the mills,
against Hiniesta and Tarazona, and discussing a memorandum from the lawyers Baeza
and Cayzedo
Valladolid, 0000
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Letter from Lcdo. Granero to his brother Alonso Granero in Alarcon, concerning
boundaries with Tarazona
Madrid, 0000

10

5

10

5

10

5

10

5

10

5

10

6

10

6

10

6

Two documents: a) (1552?) Letter from Lcdo. Granero de Lomas to his brother
Alonso Granero in Alarcon, concerning family business. b) Contract in which
Francisco Gallego of Alarcon promised to pay Francisco Ximenez for a horse
Alarcon, 1552
Two documents: a) Letter from Lcdo. Granero de Lomas to his brother Alonso
Granero in Alarcon, concerning family business. b) Contract in which Francisco
Gallego of Alarcon promised to pay Francisco Ximenez for a horse
Alarcon, 1552
Record of a payment by Alonso Granero, receptor de gastos de justicia, to Graviel de
Leon
Madrid, 1552
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. Granero de Lomas concerning
lawsuits against Villoanueva de la Jara and Barchin, and appealing for funds to
prosecute them
Granada, 1552
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Juan Velazquez Granero concerning his
mission to discuss the town's affairs with the Marques de Villena, especially the
lawsuits against the Mesta and the towns of Tarazona and Olivares
no place (Alarcon?), 0000
Memorandum of issues to be discussed with the Marques de Villena, with marginal
notes in the same hand indicating the Marques' rulings
Alarcon, 1552
Fragment of a power-of-attorney issued to Lcdo. Granero de Lomas, alcalde ordinario,
who inturn appointed Tomas Serrano as his substitute to defend Alarcon in lawsuits
concerning exemption from alcabalas and servicios
Belmonte, 1552
Summons presented by Tomas Serrano, solicitor for Alarcon, to the town officials of
Belmonte. Includes a copy of the power-of-attorney issued by the town council of
Alarcon to Lcdo. Granero de Lomas authorizing him to protest attempts to collect
taxes from which the town had been exempted by royal orders
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Valladolid, 0000

10

7

10

7

10

7

10

8

10

8

10

8

10

9

10

9

10

9

Letter from Lcdo. Granero de Lomas to the town council of Alarcon, reporting on the
progress of several lawsuits including the matter of taxes and the suit against
Villanueva de la Jara. Discusses the advice of the lawyers Castillo, Escudero, and
Leon, and of the accountant Velero
no place (Alarcon?), 0000
Two documents: a) List of witnesses who testified in the lawsuit against the town of
Tarazona. b) Memorandum of action to be taken, including letters to Pedro de
Monteagudo (Cuenca) and Luis de Mexia (Granada). Mentions the suit against the
Mesta over grazing rights
Alarcon, 1552
Minutes of a meeting of the town council establishing laws regulating the use of the
town's pastures and woodlands
Alarcon, 0000
List of questions to be asked of witnesses in the lawsuit between Alarcon and
Villanueva de la Jara, being heard by the Consejo Real
no place (Granada?), 1552
Letter to Alonso Granero in Alarcon form his brother Lcdo. Granero de Lomas,
informing him of the judicial sentence handed down by the Consejo Real in Madrid in
the lawsuit against Villanueva de la Jara
Alarcon, 1552
Two powers of attorney copied from the originals: a) Appointing Diego de Padilla and
Martin ?Zapata to represent the imprisoned Cristobal and Miguel del Osa. b)
Appointing the councilmen Juan Garcia de Iniesta, Antonio Garcia, and Lope de
?Lama to represent Alarcon
Alarcon, 1552
Testimony on the ownership and boundaries of an enclosure
Granada, 1552
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Luis de Mexia concerning the lawsuits
against Olivares, Tarazona, and the Consejo de la Mesta
San Clemente, 1553
Records of payment of various fees by towns and villages belonging to the
Marquesado de Villena, including a payment for an enclosure made by Alarcon
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Alarcon, 1553

10

9

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

11

10

11

10

11

10

11

10

11

10

11

Accounts submitted by the guardian of vineyards specifying fines to be levied against
Benito Lopez for trespassing
Alarcon, 1553
Receipt issued by Alonso Granero, collector of fines, for fines assessed against Benito
Lopez
Alarcon, 1553
Letter to the Marques de Villena (writer's signature illegible) concerning appointments
to town offices, and agricultural problems
Alarcon, 1553
Certificate issued by Alonso Granero de Lomas, alcalde ordinario, to the collector of
fines, authorizing him to transfer funds to Pedro de ?Villanueva
Alarcon, 1553
Two short memoranda on disbursement of funds by the town treasurer, one of which
concerns Alonso Granero, receptor de los gastos de justicia
Alarcon, 1553
Record of a hearing before Diego Lopez Flomesta, alcalde ordinario, and Gabino de
Alarcon, inspector, on the purchase of a horse by Pedro de Montoya
Alarcon, 0000
Memorandum of expenses incurred by caballeros de la sierra and messengers
no place (Alarcon?), 1553
List of witnesses who testified in the lawsuit against Tarazona in El Peral, Villanueva
de la Jara, Hiniesta and Las Madrigueras
place name illegible, 0000
List of questions to be asked of witnesses in a case being heard by the corregidor of
the Marquesado de Villena. Faded ink and a large water spot make the document
difficult to read
Alarcon, 1553
Record of a hearing before Diego Lopez de Flomesta of a complaint brought by Pedro
de Canaberas, caballero de la sierra, against the shepherds of the Mesta who had
trespassed on the town's enclosure
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Tebar, 1553

10

12

10

12

10

12

11

1

11

1

11

1

11

2

11

2

11

2

11

3

Census of residents
Alarcon, 0000
Draft of a letter, probably from the town council, to other councilmen of neighboring
towns, concerning the results of a meeting of representatives of the towns held to draw
up ordinances governing the use of the Alcaraz pasturelands
no place (Granada?), 1553
Receipt issued by Miguel Lorca, solicitor for Alarcon, for payment of his fees
Alarcon, 1553
Copy made in Alarcon of an order issued by Juan Lopez de Moya, notary of the
Consejo (?Real), carried to Alarcon by Domingo Serrano, calling on Alarcon and its
dependent villages to search for and arrest anyone in soldier's uniform
Granada, 1553
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the bachiller Hernandez, concerning the
progress of lawsuits against the towns of Tarazona and Olivares, and against the
Consejo de la Mesta
no place (Alarcon), 0000
Petition addressed to the town council of Alarcon presented by Pedro de Ruiperez,
demanding employment as caballero de la sierra
Alarcon, 1553
Hearing before the town council on a petition by Pedro de Ruiperez demanding
reinstatement as caballero de la sierra, and opposing the appointment of Juan
Velasquez Granero
Alarcon, 1553
Investigation of the accounts of Francisco Gallego, collector of taxes, and fines levied
against trespassers on the enclosure known as La Redonda
Alarcon, 1553
Two letters from the town council of Alarcon to muy noble senor (?Marques de
Villena) concerning the survey and marking of town boundaries
Villanueva de la Jara, 1553
Letter from Dr. Cordobes, alcalde mayor of the Marquesado de Villena, to the town
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council of Alarcon, transcribing a real provision issued by Carlos V (Madrid, 17
December 1551) calling for a survey of land between Alarcon and Villanueva de la
Jara in order to select land appropriate for sale to the latter for an enclosure
Alarcon, 1553

11

3

11

3

11

3

11

3

11

3

11

3

11

4

11

4

Petition of Anton Granero, representing the town council, for an official copy of the
sentence handed down by Lcdo. Montalbo, formerly juez de imposiciones, in the
lawsuit against the Consejo de la Mesta
no place (Granada?), 1553
Sentences handed down in the lawsuit between the Consejo de la Mesta, and Diego
Lopez Pacheco, Duke of Escalona and Marques de Villena
no place (Granada?), 1565
Sentences handed down in the lawsuit between the Consejo de la Mesta, and Diego
Lopez Pacheco, Duke of Escalona and Marques de Villena
El Canavate & Alarcon, 1554
Two letters: a) To the town council of Alarcon from the town council of El Canavate
complaining of harrassment by the caballero de la sierra. b) Incomplete letter to the
corregidor of the Marquesado de Villena
El Canavate & Alarcon, 0000
Two letters: a) To the town council of Alarcon from the town council of El Canavate
complaining of harrassment by the caballero de la sierra. b) Incomplete letter to the
corregidor of the Marquesado de Villena
Valladolid, 1554
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. Granero de Lomas, requesting
powers of attorney for himself and for Diego de Carrasco in Madrid. powers of
attorney written directly onto his letter in Alarcon
no place (Madrid?), 0000
Memorandum to the town council of Alarcon from Diego de Carrasco, concerning the
lawsuit against Olivares on boundaries
Alarcon, 1554
Contract between the town council of Alarcon and Tomas Serrano for the latter's
services in Granada in the lawsuits: Alarcon and other towns vs. the Consejo de la
Mesta
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no place, 0000

11

4

11

4

11

4

11

4

11

5

11

5

11

5

11

5

Draft of a letter addressed to muy noble senor (Marques de Villena?) from Alonso
Granero, solicitor for Alarcon, adding questions to those previously submitted, to be
used in the investigation of Juan Reales, alcalde mayor of Olivares
Granada & Alarcon, 1555
Two documents: a) Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Luis Mexia concerning
the lawsuit against Olivares and the arrest of Juan Reales for attempting to exercise
jurisdiction inside Alarcon's boundaries. b) Written on the back of the above, a power
of attorney issued by the town meeting of Alarcon authorizing the town council to act
for the citizens of Alarcon before the high courts of Valladolid and Granada in the
case of pastures usurped by Alcaraz and Chinchilla
Granada & Alarcon, 1554
Two documents: a) Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Luis Mexia concerning
the lawsuit against Olivares and the arrest of Juan Reales for attempting to exercise
jurisdiction inside Alarcon's boundaries. b) Written on the back of the above, a power
of attorney issued by the town meeting of Alarcon authorizing the town council to act
for the citizens of Alarcon before the high courts of Valladolid and Granada in the
case of pastures usurped by Alcaraz and Chinchilla
Alarcon, 1555
Letter to the ?corregidor on (Muy magnifico senor) from Graviel de Leon, notary for
Alarcon, with a long postscript concerning the arrest by Sebastian Vallesteros of the
miller Miguel Martinez, for cutting wood on the dehesa Redonda
Cuenca, 1555
Letter from Antonio de Billena to the town council of ?Alarcon concerning a lawsuit
against Hiniesta
Hiniesta, 0000
Fragment of a corrected draft, probably testimony in a lawsuit on the boundaries of
Alarcon. Almost ‘illegible’
San Clemente, 1555
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Baltasar Granero, who delivered Alarcon's
letter to the town council of San Clemente. Expresses San Clemente's thanks for
sending funds and powers of attorney, and mentions that they are awaiting a
communication from Huete
Hontevilla, 0000
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Antonio de Velastegui concerning an
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appeal to the corte (?Madrid), and the information sent to San Clemente
San Clemente, 0000

11

5

11

6

11

6

11

6

11

6

11

7

11

7

11

7

Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the town council of San Clemente
responding to Alarcon's letter concerning sheep tolls (borras)
Carboneras, 0000
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Fray Juan de ?la Neira informing them that
he was unable to serve as Lenten preacher, and offering to send a substitute
Granada, 1556
File belonging to Juan Perez de Tiarte, solicitor for Alarcon in Granada, containing
receipts for payments by Alonso de Olmeda to him and others, and a copy of a real
provision issued by Felipe II in the lawsuit initiated by Perez de Tiarte's heirs. one
page is re-used, and contains a contract signed in Granada, 26 December 1543,
between Alarcon and Melchor Granero
Alarcon, 1556
File belonging to Juan Perez de Tiarte, solicitor for Alarcon in Granada, containing
receipts for payments by Alonso de Olmeda to him and others, and a copy of a real
provision issued by Felipe II in the lawsuit initiated by Perez de Tiarte's heirs. one
page is re-used, and contains a contract signed in Granada, 26 December 1543,
between Alarcon and Melchor Granero
Villar del Saz, 1556
Letter addressed to the town authorities of Alarcon and other towns form bachiller
Juan Lopez, alcalde of Villar del saz, concerning boundaries, especially of Alarcon.
includes suggestions on procedures in another hand
Alarcon, 1556
Survey of boundary markers between Alarcon and Montalbanejo, and Villa de Villar
del Saz
Belmonte, 0000
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from ?? (signature illegible). The writer had
received a letter from Luis Mexia asking that someone representing Alarcon go
immediately to Granada to supervise lawsuits. The writer's health would not permit
him to make the journey
Belmonte, 1556
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the Marques of Villena concerning
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lawsuits, and asking the town council to forward the list of tax collections promptly.
because of his illness, both the letter and an edict were signed by his wife
no place (Belmonte), 0000

11

8

11

8

11

8

11

9

11

9

11

10

11

10

11

10

11

9

(1556) Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Juan Lopez de Cabrera y Anaya,
asking prayers and processions for the recovery of the Marques de Villena
Granada, 1556
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Luis Mexia, expressing condolences on the
death of the Marques de Villena
Villa de Cerbera, 1556
Memorandum issued by Antonio de Billena notifying the town council of Alarcon that
he had received a petition sent him by Juan de Castaneda y Gines, and notifying them
when he would be in Olivares
Granada, 1557
Receipt for funds disbursed by Tomas Serrano for payment of wages and fees
Granada, 0000
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the Lcdo. Castillo, concerning lawsuits
against the towns of Tarazona and El Canavate, and on the affairs of the Marques
Granada, 1557
Receipt for legal fees paid to Lcdo. Castillo by Tomas Serrano, solicitor for Alarcon
Granada, 1557
Receipt for funds paid by Tomas Serrano and Hernando Castillo on behalf of Alarcon
to Lcdo. Alcaraz, for representing the town in the lawsuit concerning the mill being
constructed by Rodrigo Pacheco
Granada, 1557
Receipt for funds paid by Tomas Serrano on behalf of Alarcon to Lcdo. de Castro, for
representing the town in the lawsuit against Rodrigo Pacheco. The receipt is on the
back of a fragment of Serrano's memorandum concerning Hernan Ruiz
Granada, 1557
Receipt for funds paid by Tomas Serrano to Juan Suarez on behalf of Hernando
Castillo and Dona Beatriz for legal documents concerning the mill being constructed
by Rodrigo Pacheco in La Hocealla
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Granada, 1557

11

9

11

11

11

11

11

11

11

12

11

12

11

12

11

13

11

13

11

13

Receipt for funds paid by Tomas Serrano on behalf of Alarcon to Lcdo. Hernando
Tello Hernandez for his legal services
no place (Granada?), 1557
Two documents: a) Receipt issued by Juan Suarez for payment received from Tomas
Serrano, solicitor for Alarcon. b) Letter from Josepe de Quiros, lawyer for Pablo
Mindano et al. of Montalbo in thier suit against Miguel de Aparicio et al., to an
unknown recipient
Granada, 1557
Two letters form Tomas Serrano to the town council of Alarcon, concerning lawsuits
against the Consejo de la Mesta and others, and recounting news from Granada and
Madrid
Granada, 1557
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. Alcaraz, concerning lawsuits against
the town of Olivares and the Consejo de la Mesta
Alarcon, 1557
Power of attorney issued by the town council to Alonso Granero to represent Alarcon
at court and before the Chancelleria de Granada in lawsuits brought by residents of
Buenache and other towns for right of passage with their flocks on town borders
no place (Granada), 1557
Receipt issued by Lcdo. Alcaraz for payment received from Tomas Serrano, solicitor
for Alarcon
no place (Alarcon?), 1557
Memorandum to ?town council concerning the muster of caballeros off
Granada, 1557
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. (illegible) declaring that the town
owed him fees for three years' services, and demanding that he be paid
no place (Granada?), 0000
List of citizens of Alarcon owing an assessment to pay fees of the bachiller Barreda
Granada, 1558
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Luis Mexia concerning the lawsuit against
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Olivares in which Alarcon contested placement of boundaries and jurisdiction over the
mills
Tebar, 1558

11

13

11

13

11

14

11

14

11

14

11

15

11

15

11

15

11

15

11

16

Record of a hearing before the alcalde ordinario on a petition presented by Bartolome
Lopez for permission to cut 40 pines for the construction of a building
no place (Alarcon?), 1558
Draft of a letter, probably from the town council, addressed to muy illmo. senor
(?Marques de Villena), asking him to receive two representatives of the town council,
and to appoint an alcalde of the fortress and a governor of the town
Alarcon, 1558
Contract between the town council and Tomas Serrano, their solicitor in Granada
Granada, 1558
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Diego de Me......, representing the town
before the Audiencia de Granada, asking that his fees be paid
Hinojosa, 1558
Letter to Alonso Granero in Alarcon from ?Pedro de Montoya concerning lawsuits
Alarcon, 1559
Muster of caballeros
Granada, 1559
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Benito Mendez de Sotomayor concerning
lawsuits (including one on la picota de Olivares), and on legal fees
Montalbanejo, 1559
Inventory of rulings and ordinances issued by the Marqueses de Villena for Alarcon,
beginning in 1482
no place (Alarcon?), 1559
Fragment of a land survey describing the location of boundary markers
Escalona, 1560
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the Marques de Villena, on the La Motilla
affair, extradition of a prisoner to be tried in Alarcon, and the accounts of former town
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officials
no place (Escalona?), 1560

11

16

11

16

11

17

11

17

11

17

11

18

11

18

11

18

11

18

Letter to the town council of Alarcon from el. Lcdo. Sobrino, concerning the
Hermandad's demand to turn over imprisoned gypsies to its jurisdiction and to release
the imprisoned members of the Hermandad's court
Alarcon, 0000
Letter from the town council of Alarcon to el Lcdo. Sobrino, concerning the arrest of
Juan Velasquez, and trespassing by gypsies
no place (Escalona?), 1560
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from el Lcdo. Sobrino, concerning Alarcon's
legal position in the suit against Villanueva de la Jara, and the imprisonment of Juan
Velasquez
no place (Escalona?), 1560
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. Sobrino, concerning the
imprisonment of Juan Velasquez, and approving of the work done on the case by
Lcdo. de la Orden
Alarcon, 1560
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from el Lcdo. Sobrino, concerning the
imprisonment of Juan Velazquez
Alarcon, 1560
Letter to Pedro de Monteagudo from Garcia Vizcarra and Juan de Castilla, alcaldes
ordinarios, concerning the imprisonment of Juan Velasquez
Alarcon, 1560
Draft of a letter from the town council to Illmo. Sr. (?Marques de Villena), informing
him of the sentence of the Audiencia de Granada in the lawsuit against Tarazona
no place (Alarcon), 0000
Deposition by Lcdo. Moya in the lawsuit between the alcaldes ordinarios of Alarcon
and Tarazona. The Inquisition was involved in the case and approving of the work
done on the case by Lcdo. de la Orden
Tebar, 1560
Memoranda concerning licenses to cut pines to build houses
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Alarcon, 0000

11

18

11

18

11

19

11

19

11

19

11

19

11

19

11

21

11

20

Petition addressed to the town council of Alarcon by Martin Sayz de Arrugo, who
sought a license to cut 40 pines in order to build a bodega
Granada, 1560
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Tomas Serrano, concerning the lawsuits
against Garcia de Vizcarra and the town of Tarazona
Alarcon, 1560
Letter from the town council of Alarcon to the Marques de Villena, concerning the
lawsuit against Beatriz Giron and her son Diego del Castillo and their miller, who had
constructed a building on the dehesa de la Redonda, and concerning procedural
problems in lawsuits
Olivares, 1561
Letter to the town counicl of Alarcon from Diego del Castillo, responding to the
council's letter and describing punishment meted out to a fellow prisoner in Olivares
Madrid, 0000
Letter to Alonso Granero in Alarcon from his brother Lcdo. Granero, concerning the
offer (unspecified) by Diego del Castillo, the incompetence of Tomas Serrano, his
gratitude towards Juan de Castaneda, and his wish to meet with the Marques de
Villena
no place (Madrid?), 0000
Fragment of a letter from Lcdo. de la Orden, concerning Tomas Serrano's quarrel with
the Marques and el presidente, the lawsuit against Tarazona, and bribery of witnesses
no place (Madrid?), 0000
Petition presented by Lcdo. de la Orden on behalf of Alarcon, concerning the suit
against Tomas Serrano for the bankruptcy of the escribania
no place, 0000
Petition presented by Antonio Perez in the name of the town of Tarazona in the
lawsuit being pursued by the Marques de Villena and his town of Alarcon
Alarcon, 1561
Power-of-attorney issued by the town council, authorizing Pedro de Mena, Pedro de
Cisneros (solicitors in Madrid), and Alonso Luis de Alarcon to represent the town in
the lawsuit against Villanueva de la Jara and Tarazona concerning the boundaries. The
case was being heard in the Audiencia de Granada
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Granada, 1561

11

21

11

20

11

20

11

21

11

21

11

21

11

22

11

23

11

23

Receipt issued by Hernando de Vera...reo for funds received from Lcdo. Mendez de
Sotomayor, to pay for his trip to Madrid to deliver legal papers concerning Alarcon's
suit against Tarazona
Granada, 1561
Copy of the judicial sentence handed down by the Audiencia de Granada in the
lawsuit: Diego Lopez pacheco, Duke of Escalona, Marques de Villena and his town of
Alarcon, vs. The crown's attorney-general and the town council of Tarazona
Granada, 1561
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. Benito Mendez de Sotomayor,
enclosing a copy of the ruling in the lawsuit against Tarazona
Alarcon, 1561
Rental contract between the town council of Alarcon and Alonso Tarcia Tabarnero,
and Juan ?Inate Izquierdo of Villa del Quintanar, for the use of an enclosure belonging
to the town
Granada, 1561
Petition addressed to the Audiencia de Granada by Alonso del Castillo, lawyer for
Alarcon in the suit against the town of La Motilla, asking that the papers of Lcdo.
Sierra be turned over to him
no place (Alarcon?), 0000
Instructions for lawyers representing Alarcon in the lawsuit against the town of La
Motilla, concerning use of the town's enclosure
El Canavate, 1562
Letter from Lcdo. Valdes de Carcamos to an unknown recipient (?town council of
Alarcon) concerning his fees and offering his services for the future
Olivares & Alarcon, 1562
Two letters: a) From Juan Pelayo of Olivares to the town council of Alarcon. b) Reply
from the town council of Alarcon. Both letters concern harassment of citizens of
Olivares by the authorities of Alarcon
Alarcon, 1562
First page of a legal file which includes the following documents: a) Petition presented
to Graviel de Castaneda, alcalde ordinario of Alarcon, by Pedro Garcia, town
councilman of Honrubia, asking for a copy of testimony by Jorge Ruiz de Alarcon,
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senor de la Villa de Valverde concerning incursions into town lands and arrests of
trespassers. b) License to make a notarized copy. c) The beginning of a
power-of-attorney issued by the town council of Alarcon to Lcdo. de la Orden
no place (Honrubia?), 0000

11

23

11

23

11

24

11

24

11

24

11

25

11

25

11

25

Record of a petition presented by the authorities of Lugar de Honrubia demanding that
the town council of Alarcon provide official copies of an agreement on the use of town
lands
Granada, 1562
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. Benito Mendez de Sotomayor,
concerning business with Olivares, El Canavate, and Tarazona, and asking for money
Alarcon, 1563
Testimony on the hidalguia of Pedro de Lomas, of Lugar de Hinojosa, who had
married the daughter of bachiller Barreda and sought to be declared a citizen of
Alarcon
Cuenca, 1563
Record of a hearing before ?Alonso de Marquina, Lieutenant-corregidor of Cuenca, in
which Cristoval de la Jara, representing Alarcon, presented the town's complaint
against the collector of the real servicio from which the town claimed to be exempt
Alarcon, 1563
Draft of a deposition by Damian Perez, who had planted trees beside the river and
built a dike to carry water to them, on land allegedly belonging to the town of Alarcon,
on which there were some unused mills
Alarcon, 1563
Certificate issued by the town council authorizing the town treasurer to release funds
to the town's butcher
Granada, 1563
Receipt for funds paid by Benito Mendez de Sotomayor on behalf of Alarcon and
Diego Puertocarrero to (name illegible), for examining the testimony of Diego del
Castillo de Guzman concerning the destruction of the mills
no place (Alarcon), 0000
(1563?) List of documents forwarded to Granada having to do with lawsuits between
Alarcon, La Motilla, and Olivares, and including a letter to Benito Mendez de
Sotomayor and a memorandum on placing a spy in Olivares
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Granada, 1563

12

1

12

1

12

1

12

1

12

2

12

2

12

2

12

2

12

3

Four brief documents: all are receipts for funds paid by Benito Mendez de Sotomayor
representing Alarcon, for fees charged by various persons in lawsuits against La
Motilla and Tarazona, and the case of the mills
Granada, 1566
Four brief documents: all are receipts for funds paid by Benito Mendez de Sotomayor
representing Alarcon, for fees charged by various persons in lawsuits against La
Motilla and Tarazona, and the case of the mills
Madrid, 1564
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Pedro del Castillo, solicitor for the
Marques de Villena at court, concerning Alonso Garcia's investigations, the suit
against the Mesta, and Tarazona's suit to become independent from the Marques
no place (Alarcon?), 0000
Draft of a form letter to be copied and sent to other towns asking them to support the
league of towns sueing Villa de Vala de Rey for having an enclosure on land beside
the river used for watering livestock
Alarcon, 1564
Letter from Agustin de ?Valdelibas, representing the town council, to Muy Illmo. Sr.
(Marques de Villena) concerning the case against Alonso Garcia for kidnapping the
daughter of Gavriel de Leon, and an attempted bribery
Tarazona, 1564
Power of attorney presented by town-councilmen and citizens of Tarazona before the
royal Consejo de Hacienda seeking Tarazona's independence from the jurisdiction of
Villanueva de la Jara
Villanueva de la Jara, 1564
Power of attorney issued by the town council empowering solicitors to represent the
town before the Real Chancelleria de Granada and at court
Alarcon, 1564
Letter from the town council to the Marques de Villena cooncerning the lawsuit to
prevent Tarazona and El Quintanar from being declared independent towns
no place, 0000
Fragment of a decree issued by Felipe II and addressed to Francisco Garrido de
Salzedo, separating Lugar de Quintanar from the jurisdiction of Villanueva de la Jara,
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and calling for a census of the newly-independent towns
no place, 0000

12

3

12

3

12

4

12

4

12

4

12

4

12

5

12

5

12

5

Petition addressed to ‘Vtra. Alteza’ by Sebastian Lopez, representing Tarazona, asking
approval of the new town ordinances required by Taragona's separation from the
jurisdiction of Villanueva de la Jara
no place, 0000
Memorandoum of questions to be asked of witnesses called by Alarconto testify on
the town ordinances proposed by Tarazona, and on the boundaries of Alarcon
no place (Granada?), 1564
Receipt for funds paid by Benito Mendez de Sotomayor for the writ granted to the
town council of Alarcon and Diego Portocarrero, permitting them to plow land
Tarazona, 1564
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Dr. Ayllon de Peralta, concerning the
lawsuit against Tarazona on boundaries
Tarazona, 1564
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Alonso del Olmeda concerning the lawsuit:
Alarcon vs. Tarazona
Alarcon, 1564
Record of town revenues, including sheep tolls (borras)
Alarcon, 1564
Certificate issued by Lcdo. Alonso de la Pena, judge of accounts, governor and chief
justice for the Marques de Villena in Alarcon, authorizing Cristobal de Lorca, town
treasurer, to disburse funds to Alonso de Requena, notary, for his wages. Requena's
receipt is on the reverse
no place (Madrid?), 0000
Petition presented by Lcdo. de la Orden on behalf of Alarcon, complaining about an
order issued by the corregidor Alonso de la Pena, having to do with the granary
Honrubia, 1565
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. Alonso de la Pena, concerning a
meeting with D. Juan Pacheco, to be held in Alconchil, on the problem of sheep tolls
(borras), and involving D. Jorge Ruiz de Alarcon, Senor de las villas de Valverde y
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Hontezillas
no place (Granada?), 0000

12

5

12

6

12

6

12

6

12

7

12

7

12

7

12

7

Opinion requested by the town council of Alarcon and rendered by Lcdo. ?Villafane
and concurred in by Lcdo. de la Orden, concerning the case involving sheep tolls
(borras) and Jorge Ruiz de Alarcon
Granada, 1565
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. Benito Mendez de Sotomayor
concerning sheep tolls (borras) of Villanueva and the lawsuit on the mills
Granada, 1565
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Benito Mendez de Sotomayor on the ruling
by Lcdo. Montalbo on the sheep tolls (borras), problems with Villanueva, the lawsuit
on the mills, and on lawyers' salaries
Granada, 1565
Receipt for funds paid by Benito Mendez de Sotomayor on behalf of Alarcon and the
Marques de Villena, to the notary Pedro de Villanueva, for a copy of testimony by
Lcdo. Castillo in the lawsuit against the town of Tarazona
Madrid, 1565
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. de la Orden, concerning a privilege
confirmed by the Marques de Villena, a quarrel with the Velasco family, the Tarazona
affair, Andres Vizcarra's complaint, and other le enito Mendez de Sotomayor on the
ruling by Lcdo. Montalbo on the sheep tolls (borras), problems with Villanueva, the
lawsuit on the mills, and on lawyers' salaries
Madrid, 1565
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. de la Orden, concerning a privilege
confirmed by the Marques de Villena, a quarrel with the Velasco family, the Tarazona
affair, Andres Vizcarra's complaint, and other legal matters
Granada, 0000
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. de la Orden, concerning several
lawsuits including Alarcon vs. the town of Tebar, Gil Garcia de Madrigueras. and on
the sheep tolls (borras) of Minaya
Alarcon, 0000
List of notarized documents and private letters sent to Granada with Benito Diaz, and
including documents for Lcdo. Benito Mendez de Sotomayor, and Tomas Serrano.
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Alarcon, 1565

12

8

12

8

12

8

12

9

12

9

12

9

12

10

12

10

12

10

12

11

Certificate drawn up by the notary Pedro Villanueva authorizing Cristoval de Moya to
serve as notary while he was absent in Granada
Madrid, 1565
Decree of Felipe II addressed to the towns belonging to the Marquesado de Villena,
responding to a memorandum presenting Alarcon, concerning the town's boundaries
Madrid, 1565
Notice of the appointment of Cristobal Perez as Alarcon's solicitor at court. vacancy
resulted from the resignation of Luis de Marmol
no place (Alarcon?), 0000
Draft of a letter addressd to muy magco. senor from Alonso de Olmeda representing
the town council of Alacron, concerning town boundariesset by Frenando and Isabel in
1481 and last revised in 1517
Madrid, 1565
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. de la Orden, concerning the lawsuits
against Tarazona, and the survey of town boundaries
no place (Granada?), 0000
Letter from lcdo. Andres de la Orden to the town council of Alarcon concerning
boundaries between Alarcon and other towns
Granada, 1565
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. de la Orden and Lcdo. Alonso del
Olmeda concerning lawsuits against Tarazona, the Mesta on sheep tolls (borras) and
on the mill
Alarcon, 1565
Receipt for funds paid to Lcdo. Benito Mendez de Sotomayor and to Alonso de
Palacios, caballero de la sierra for their services in a lawsuit
Granada, 1566
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Alonso del Castillo, concerning lawsuits
against Villarejo de Fuentes and Lugar de Tebar, and on Alarcon's failure to pay his
fees
no place, 0000
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Unsigned letter in a difficult hand addressed to senores concerning the account of
LCdo. Castilla and citing the business with Villarejo de Fuentes as a precedent in the
present case
Alarcon, 1566

12

11

12

11

12

11

12

12

12

12

12

12

12

13

12

14

12

14

Date doubtful. Accounts rendered by Joan de la Fuente, treasurer for the butcher shop,
who advanced funds to Gabriel Diaz de Castaneda, Pedro del Castillo, Pedro de
Castaneda, and others
Granada, 1566
Receipt of funds paid by Benito Mendez de Sotomayor on behalf of the Marques de
Villena, to Juan Ochoa for a notarized copy of testimony in a lawsuit between the
Marques and Tarazona
Granada, 1566
Receipt of funds paid by Benito Mendez de Sotomayor on behalf of the Marques de
Villena, to Juan Ochoa for notarized copies of three documents required in the lawsuit
between the Marques and Tarazona
Alarcon, 1567
Letter from the town council of Alarcon to the Bishop of Cuenca asking him to
authorize repairs on the Church of San Juan
Granada, 1567
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from lcdo. Alonso del Castillo concerning his
appointment to represent the town in the lawsuit against the Church of Santiago
Granada, 1567
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the Marques de Villena, who had gone to
Granada to pursue lawsuits concerning his inheritance and his estates, and to consult
Lcdo. de la Orden on lawsuits between Alarcon, Tarazona, and Olivares, and on sheep
tolls (borras)
Alarcon, 1567
Legal ruling in the lawsuit between Alarcon and Lcdo. Noguerol, who claimed to be
alcalde of Villa de Cerbera and of Olivares
Alarcon, 1568
Memoranda of receipt of fees due to Alarcon from its dependent villages
Granada, 1568
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Copy of a real provision issued by ?????
Granada, 1568

12

14

12

15

12

15

12

15

12

15

12

15

12

15

12

16

12

16

Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. Alonso del Castillo concerning the
lawsuit on sheep tolls (borras)
Madrid, 1568
Fragment of regulations governing use of woodlands belonging to Alarcon. copied at a
later date
Madrid, 1569
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Pedro de Castaneda concerning a license to
create an enclosure, on taxes, on negotiations with Antonio de Leon of the Mesta and
the lawsuit against Tarazona
Madrid, 1569
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Pedro de Castaneda, concerning the
lawsuits against Lcdo. Antonio de Leon and the Mesta
Escalona, 1569
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the Marques de Villena, concerning the
lawsuit against Lcdo. Antonio de Leon, alcalde entregador for the Mesta on sheep tolls
(borras)
Madrid, 1569
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from pedro de Castaneda concerning the lawsuit
against Lcdo. Antonio de Leon and the Mesta on sheep tolls on (borras)
Madrid, 1569
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Pedro de Castaneda, concerning lawsuits
against Tarazona, on the tax dispute, and on the formation of an enclosure
Escalona, 1569
Receipt for funds paid by Alonso Luis on behalf of Alarcon to the secretary of the
Council of the Marquesado de Villena, for a covering letter issued by the Council
Escalona, 1569
Receipt for funds paid on behalf of Alarcon to the secretary of the Council of the
Marquesado de Villena, for notarized douments to be used in the lawsuit between
Alarcon and Tebar
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no place (Escalona), 1569

12

16

12

17

12

17

12

17

12

17

12

18

12

18

12

19

12

20

Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Pedro de ?Anton Sanchez, secretary of the
Council of the Marquesado de Villena, concerning the lawsuit between Alarcon and
Tebar
Madrid, 1569
Letter to Jhoan de la Orden, alcade ordinario of Alarcon, from Cristoval Lopez, an
employee of Lcdo. Xara de Castro of the Consejo Real concerning payment of his
salary as contracted by Luis de Marmol
Granada, 1569
Copies of two petitions presented on behalf of the town council of Tarazona in its
lawsuit against the Marques de Villena and the town of Alarcon
no place (Granada?), 1569
Copy of a ruling in the lawsuit between Diego Lopez Pacheco, Duke of Escalona and
Marques de Villena and his town of Alarcon, vs. the crown's attorney-general and the
town of Tarazona
no place (Alarcon?), 0000
Memorandum of questions to be asked of witnesses testifying for Diego Lopez de
Pacheco and his town of Alarcon in the lawsuit against Tarazona and the crown's
attorney-general, concerning town boundaries set by the survey of 1517
Valaderrey, 1569
Legal file on Hinojosa's petition for independence from Alarcon's jurisdiction and for
possession of an enclosure, a notary's office, and a customs house. the file contains
only pages 229-283
El Canavate, 1570
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the town council of El Canavate, accepting
Alarcon's proposal to convene a commission to complete the marking of boundaries
Alarcon, 1570
Certificate issued by the town council of Alarcon authorizing Bautista de Peralta, town
treasurer, to disburse funds to Juan de la Orden, Alarcon's lawyer in Granada. de la
Orden's receipt is on the back of the page
Buenache, 1570
Copy of part of an official DOCument recording the sentence handed down by the
alcalde mayor entregadorof the mesta ,by which Pedro de la ?Sosa was required to
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return a parcel of land to the sheepwalk
Buenache, 1570

12

20

12

20

12

20

12

21

12

21

12

21

12

21

12

22

12

22

Copy of part of a document recording the sentence handed down in the lawsuit against
Gonzalo ?Castronero
Tebar, 1570
Legal file concerning the case brought by Gabriel de Mendoza, caballero de la sierra
against Benito de la Casa, of Tebar, for farming a sheepwalk
Madrid, 1572
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Gabriel de Castaneda, concerning
Alarcon's right to refuse pasturage to army horses, in exchange for a payment to the
crown
Alarcon, 1572
Sentence handed down by Guillermo Verdugo in the lawsuit brought by the heirs of
Lcdo. Juan Perez de Tiarte for payment of fees due to the estate of the deceased
Alarcon, 1574
Fragment of the record of a hearing before Pedro de Montoya and Alonso del Olmeda
of testimony by Lcdo. Juan de la Orden and witnesses presented by him, in the lawsuit
over the boundaries between Alarcon and Buenache
Granada, 1574
Receipt for funds paid by Pedro de Castaneda, representing Alarcon, to Lcdo. Alcaraz
for representing the town in the lawsuit against the Consejo de la Mesta
no place (Granada?), 1575
Receipt for funds paid by Pedro de Castaneda on behalf of Alonso del Olmeda, alcade
ordinario of Alarcon, and Ines de Penafiel to ?Ensala, for prefessional services in a
lawsuit
Belmonte, 0000
Letter from Alonso de Penafiel to an unnamed woman concerning his stewardship of
property belonging to her daughter Isabel, his ward
Granada, 1575
Receipt for funds paid by Pedro de Castaneda on behalf of Alacon to Lcdo. Salvador
Nunez for a copy of the ruling in an appeal of the verdict in the lawsuit between
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Alarcon and Juan Pacheco, Senor de Minaya
Granada, 1575

12

22

12

23

12

23

12

23

12

24

12

24

12

24

13

1

13

1

Petition of Francisco de Portillo demanding payment for services rendered in the
lawsuit between Alarcon and Juan Pacheco, Senor de Minaya
Olivares, 1575
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Juan de Mena, alcalde ordinario and other
officials, asking to rent an enclosure in order to pay debts and legal fees from profits
on its produce.
Granada, 1577
Receipt for funds paid by Pedro de Castaneda on behalf of Alarcon to ?Ensala for an
official copy of the verdict in the town's favor in the lawsuit against the Mesta
no place, 1578
Notice of head-taxes owned by the towns and villages of the Marquesado de Villena,
including Alarcon, signed by Alfonso de Quintanilla, Consehero Mayor de la
Hermandad
Hiniesta, 1579
Record of pledges of obedience by town authorities to a real provision read to them by
the notary Pedro Munoz on orders from Lcdo. de la Orden representing the town
council of Alarcon. followed by an exposition on the Mesta by Gabriel de Castaneda
Alarcon, 1579
Bill for services rendered, submitted to the town council of Alarcon by the notary
Pedro de Valdeolivos, for drawing up documents in a lawsuit on coinage. the
certificate authorizing Andres d'Espinosa, town treasurer, to pay the bill is attached
no place (Granada?), 1579
Expense account submitted to the town council of Alarcon by Lcdo. de la Orden for
fees owed to various persons for services rendered in the lawsuits arising from the
boundary dispute with Olivares
Alarcon, 1579
Twenty-two certificates issued by the town council authorizing Andres d'Espinsoa,
town treasurer, to disburse funds to various persons. most include receipts
Alarcon, 1579
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Petition of Andres Lopez for payment of 3 ducados. Certificates of approval and
receipts attached for funds dispursed by Andres d'Espinosa, town treasurer
Belmonte & Alarcon, 1579

13

2

13

2

13

2

13

2

13

3

13

3

13

3

13

4

13

4

Two documents: a) Power of attorney issued by the prior of the Iglesia Colegial of
Belmonte who was also commissioner of the Santo Oficio de la Inquisicion appointing
priests to auction posts as collectors of church revenues. b) An almost illegible
document by which Lcdo. Flomesta de Lomas was given the post in Alarcon
Belmonte & Alarcon, 1579
Two documents: a) Testimony of the appointment of Juan de Avila, priest and rector
of the church in Alarcon, as the agent for Francisco de Rozas, prior of the Iglesia
Colegialof Belmonte b) Procedures to be followed by the collectors of church
revenues
Ubeda, 1580
Notary's copy of a ruling by a royal judge in the lawsuit between Alarcon and the
Consejo de la Mesta
Alarcon & Granada, 1580
Five receipts issued by various persons for funds paid to them by Pedro de Villanueva,
town councilman of Alarcon, for services rendered in lawsuits
no place (Alarcon), 0000
Accounts submitted by Francisco Aguilar, a town official who supervised the
woodlands
no place (Alarcon), 0000
Memorandum listing cartloads of firewood cut in various locations, carter's names,
and indicating the prices charged for various kinds of wood
no place (Alarcon), 1580
A summary of the accounts of the old granary, and the granary which served the poor,
from about 1556
no place (Alarcon), 0000
Accounts of Hernan Martinez, mayordomo of the granary
Alarcon, 1581
Certificate issued by the town council authorizing Juan Velazquez, mayordomo of the
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granaries, to release two fanegas of wheat to the town's purveyor of bread, Rodrigo
Alvarez
Granada, 1581

13

4

13

5

13

5

13

5

13

5

13

6

13

6

13

6

13

6

Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Alonso de ?Lugines, concerning a
construction project
Alarcon, 1582
Records of leases of town lands
Villanueva de la Jara, 1583
Record of a hearing before Lcdo. Calderon, alcalde mayor entregadorof the Mesta on
charges brought by Pedro Gomez de Almodovar against Alonso Cabeza de Vaca,
caballero de la sierra of Alarcon
Villanueva de la Jara, 1583
Notarized copy of a sentence handed down by Lcdo. Calderon, alcalde mayor
entregador of the Mesta, in the suit brought by Tomas Cerezo, procurador of the Mesta
against the town council of Alarcon, Cristobal de Lorca Capata and Miguel de Lorca,
concerning sheep tolls (borras) and taxes (asaduras)
Alarcon, 1583
Certificate authorizing payment of fees due to Lcdo. Ayora, lawyer of Granada, for
representing Alarcon
Alarcon, 1585
Three certificates issued by the town council, authorizing San Juan de Belendez, town
treasurer, to disburse funds to various persons
no place (Alarcon), 1585
Accounts of petty cash disbursed by the town treasurer on order of the town council
Alarcon, 1585
Various records, stitched together, and including: a) Records of the notary Tomas
Sanchez Serrano. b) Accounts of Antonio Peralta. c) Orders for payments
Alarcon, 1586
Certificate issued by the town council authorizing Andres Lopez, town treasurer, to
pay 30,000 maravedis to the agent of Antonio de Ayora, for legal services as
representative for Alarcon at the Real Chancelleria de Granada
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Alarcon, 1587

13

7

13

7

13

7

13

7

13

7

13

8

13

8

13

8

13

9

13

9

Power-of-attorney issued by the town council, appointing Lcdo. Juan de la Orden to
represent Alarcon before the Real Chancelleria de Granada in lawsuits including those
concerning sheep tolls (borras), land use, and elections to the town council
Belmonte, 0000
Testimony of Alonso de Buendia, legal agent for Belmonte and Alarcon, protesting an
attempt by the town of Alverca to gain possession of pastures belonging to Belmonte
Alarcon, 0000
Memorandum of questions to be asked of witnesses in the lawsuit vs. Villa de Alverca
on the attempt to enclose pasturelands
Santa Maria del Campo, 0000
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the town council of Santa Maria del
Campo, concerning the litigation in Villa de Alverca
Alarcon, 1587
Letter to Joan Basques, agent for Alarcon who was then in Granada, from pedro de
Monteagudo, concerning lawsuits being pursued by Andres de la Orden
Alarcon, 1590
List of foxes killed by Benito Lucas, and his receipt for bounties paid by Antonio de
Peralta, town treasurer
Gascasgranja, 1590
Mortgage held by Diego Lopez de Haro of Alarcon on property owned by Bartolome
Martinez and his wife, Maria Garcia
Barchin, 1590
Deed of sale for Dehesa de Valverde, which belonged to Martin de Lievana and his
wife
Granada, 1591
Letter to the town council of Honrubia, forwarded to the town council of Alarcon,
from Diego Pastor, concerning lawsuits on boundaries with Buenache, and the
re-edification of the mills
Alarcon, 1591
Legal file on the boundaries of the dehesa del Vado del Parral ,which belonged to
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Alarcon. includes a survey
Alarcon, 1592

13

9

0

0

13

10

13

10

13

10

13

11

13

11

13

11

13

12

Accounts of rents due, drawn up by Andres Lopez Salonardo, steward of the granary
Alarcon, 0000
Two petitions from Diego de Illescas, town treasurer, addressed to bachiller Diego
Rodriguez de Salamanca, for copies of documents # 000 and # 000 , in Box # 0 ,
Folder # 000
Alarcon, 1594
Five certificates issued by the town council authorizing Diego de Illescas, town
treasurer, to disburse funds to various persons, including Pedro de Torres, teacher of
reading and writing
Alarcon, 1594
Declaration by Alvaro de Araujo, notary for the commission headed by the royal judge
Bartolome de la Canal, concerning the Mesta Alarcon's share of the commission's
salaries, and the rent owed to the town council by Diego de Lorca Padilla for use of an
enclosure
Alarcon, 1594
Two documents: a) Receipt issued by Francisco de Jubera, alguacil for funds loaned to
the town by Sebastian de Mora. b) Certificate issued by Pedro de Monteagudo,
authorizing Antonio de Peralta, town treasurer, to transfer funds to Sebastian de Mora
Alarcon, 1594
File on tax-farming contracts let by the town of Alarcon
Jorquera, 1594
Edict issued by Lcdo. Pereda de Velasco, member of the Consejo del Marquesado de
Villena ordering a payment from town funds. the certificate issued by the town council
authorizing payment is appended
Alarcon, 1594
Several documents concerning wages owed to Pedro Serrano, alguacil and certificates
issued by the town council to Diego de Illescas and Antonio de Peralta, town
treasurers, authorizing them to disburse funds to Serrano
no place (Cuenca?), 1594
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Notice to the authorities of the town of Alarcon of an order issued by the Consejo en
sala criminal and the corregidor demanding a list of all prisoners, the crime for which
they were being held, and of all fines levied prior to the end of 1593. a second notice,
attached, demanded an accounting of all royal revenues and other taxes collected by
the town
Alarcon, 1594

13

12

13

12

13

12

13

13

13

14

13

14

13

14

13

14

Two documents: a) Certificate issued by Pedro de Monteagudo, authorizing Diego de
Illescas, town treasurer, to transfer funds to Garcia de Peralta to pay fees in the lawsuit
being heard by Bartolome de la Canal. b) Memorandum of payment issued by Antonio
de Peralta, town treasurer
Alarcon, 1595
Two documents: a) Certificate issued by Pedro de Monteagudo, authorizing Diego de
Illescas, town treasurer, to transfer funds to Garcia de Peralta to pay fees in the lawsuit
being heard by Bartolome de la Canal. b) Memorandum of payment issued by Antonio
de Peralta, town treasurer
Madrid, 1595
Receipt drawn up by Rodrigo de Tordesillas and signed by Andres de la Orden
Quijano, representing Alarcon. funds were for interest due on a loan held by the city of
Segovia. the receipt is attached to a set of instructions issued to Andres de la Orden
Quijano for his trip to Madrid, and include marginal notes indicating disposition of the
issues. an expense account is also attached
Alarcon, 1595
Sixty certificates issued by the town council, authorizing Antonio de Peralta, town
treasurer, to disburse funds
Alarcon, 1595
Accounts of the town's granary
Alarcon, 1595
Account rendered by the on almotacen Gonzalo Gil, of expenses to be reimbursed by
the town council, Antonio de Peralta, treasurer
Alarcon, 1595
Certificate issued by Juan Granero on behalf of the town council, authorizing the
treasurer to turn over funds to Geronimo Martinez, who was to carry them to Granada
for Lcdo. Ruy Gomez. Martinez' receipt is attached
Tebar, 1595
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Fragment of a document demanding notarized testimony on receipts of fines levied in
connection with the commission headed by Lcdo. Bartolome de la Canal
no place (Alarcon?), 0000

13

14

13

15

13

16

13

16

14

1

14

1

14

1

14

2

Draft of a lawyer's brief drawn up by Juan Garrido representing Fernando de Castillo,
alcalde ????????
Granada, 1595
Decree of Felipe II in the case involving the town council of Alarcon and the royal
judge Bartolome de la Canal, resulting in fines and exile of various citizens of Alarcon
Alarcon, 1595
Certificate issued by Pedro de Monteagudo on behalf of the town council, authorizing
Antonio de Peralta, town treasurer, to transfer funds to Miguel de Ribadeneyra to pay
for the mass to be said for the Marquesa de Villena, who was about to give birth
Alarcon, 1595
Certificate issued by the town council authorizing disbursement of funds for a
bullfight celebrating the birth of a child to the Marquesa de Villena
Alarcon, 1595
Expense account submitted to the town council by Juan Granero Heredia, for expenses
incurred for the funeral of the Marquesa de Villena. certificate authorizing the town
treasurer to pay the bill is attached
Alarcon, 1595
Receipt issued by Pedro Lopez Medrano, official of the Consejo de la Mesta ,for fines
imposed by Perez de Villalobos, alcalde entregador. Fines were imposed for having
collected sheep tolls (borras). Various receipts and bonds are also noted on the same
document
Alarcon, 1595
Expense account submitted to the town council by Pedro Serrano, for purchases of
cloth in Cuenca. certificate authorizing Antonio de Peralta, town treasurer, to pay the
bill is attached
Alarcon, 1595
Power of attorney issued by the town council to Diego de Illescas, Anton Saez de
Moya, and Pedro de ?Vargas authorizing them to represent the town in the lawsuit
against Alonso del Castillo for seizing the enclosures known as Villagordo and La
Casa
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Alarcon, 0000

14

2

14

2

14

2

14

2

14

3

14

3

14

3

14

4

14

4

14

4

List of questions to be asked of witnesses testifying on behalf of Anton Saez de Moya
in his lawsuit against Marco del ?Haro concerning a vineyard and garden near Barchin
Alarcon, 0000
Testimony of Simon Carretero and others in the lawsuit, Anton Saez de Moya vs.
Marco del ?Haro
Alarcon, 1595
Certificate issued by the town council ordering Diego de Illescas, town treasurer, to
disburse funds to Francisco de Jubera, alguacil ,for payment of the excise tax on (sisa)
Alarcon, 1595
Receipt for payment of rent for the enclosure rented by Ybanez Mateo and known as
Villar
Alarcon, 1595
Date doubtful. Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Andres de la Orden
Quijano, demanding payment of his salary and threatening to sue for it
San Clemente, 1596
Will of Andres Delgado and his wife Jeronima del Moros, establishing a capellania to
be inherited by their daughter Ana de Moros, wife of Cristobal de Heredia
Alarcon, 1596
Legal file pertaining to a complaint brought by Bartolome de Villanueva, town
councilman of Alarcon, against Juan Gonzalez Sotelo and other townsmen of Balverde
who had invaded Alarcon's enclosure known as Torre la Presa. case being heard by
Lope Conalbaca, corregidor e justicia mayor for the Marquesado de Villena
Alarcon, 1597
Real cedula permitting the town to borrow 2000 ducados in addition to previous loans
apprived in 1595 and 1596.
Lugar de Maora, 1599
Hearing before Alonso de Volanos, alcalde entregador of the Mesta on charges
brought against Juan de Mondejar of Tarazona by Benito de Inestrosa, prosecutor of
the Consejo de la Mesta. The document also records the sentence
Madrid, 1600
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Copy of a decree of Felipe III and his council, forbidding the authorities of El
Canavate to molest citizens of Alarcon whose draft animals grazed on their way to the
fields
Cuenca & Alarcon, 1601
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8

Legal file on the lawsuit brought by Juan Gonzalez de la Camara against the town
council of Alarcon, which owed him 46,875 maravedis for a mortgage he held on
town property
Alarcon, 1601
Text of notification by town criers that the enclosure known as Cerro Gordo was
available for lease
no place, 1601
Memorandum of a search undertaken by Martin Motilla and Alonso Garcia. the object
of the search is not specified, but it may have been an attempt to find deserters from
the army
Valladolid, 1604
Royal ordinance issued by Felipe III in the lawsuit between the town council of
Alarcon, and the Marques-Duque of Escalona (Marques de Villena) and his town of
Honrubia, concerning Honrubia's attempt to free itself from Alarcon's jurisdiction
no place (Granada?), 0000
Lawyer's bill for services rendered in the lawsuit Alarcon vs. Marques-Duque de
Escalona and Honrubia. the lawyer's signature is illegible
Valladolid, 1605
Edict issued by D. ??? de Velasco, member of the royal Consejo de Guerra
commissioning Sebastian de Medina to investigate the circumstances of a riot in
Alarcon by which royal troops commanded by Captains Cristoval de Torres, Cristobal
de Cardenosa, and Alonso Flores were denied quarters
no place (Alarcon), 0000
(c. 1605) Book of accounts kept by Ascencio Luis, town treasurer, and others,
detailing expenditures for the construction of a dam
Alarcon, 1605
Certificate issued by the town council authorizing Asencio Luis, town treasurer, to
disburse funds to the alcaldes ordinarios for the lawsuit against the abbot and monks
of the convent of Santa Catalina of Belmonte
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no place (Alarcon), 0000
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Expense account submitted to the town council by Garcia de Vizcarra Villanueva for
his trip to Belmonte to pursue the lawsuit between Alarcon and the abbot and monks
of Santa Catalina
San Clemente, 1606
Two wills: a) Andres Delgado, husband of Geronima de Moros. b) Ana de Moros,
wife of Cristoval de Heredia. Receipts for legacies are attached to both wills
Alarcon, 1606
Three certificates issued by the town council authorizing Asencio Luis, town treasurer,
to disburse funds to various persons
Alarcon, 1606
Certificate issued by Julian de la Jara, arrendador de la escribania,authorizing a
payment
Alarcon, 1606
Receipts for payment of fees and expenses to various judges and lawyers, disbursed by
Asencio Luis, town treasurer
Alarcon, 1606
Record of rental contracts for the dehesa del Villar
Escalona, 1607
Receipt for payment of interest on a mortgage on Alarcon's town property held by
Lcdo. Pereda de Velasco, member of the Consejo del Marquesado de Villena and a
town councilman of Escalona
no place (Alarcon), 1607
Two documents: a) Statement signed by ?Capata de Peralta concerning a loan to the
town council from the citizens of Alarcon, to pay for Peralta's trip to Valladolid to
represent the town in a lawsuit against Honrubia. b) Statement signed by Peralta,
Andres de la Orden Quijano, and Castaneda concerning funds advanced in the lawsuit
against Honrubia
Honrubia, 1611
Promisory note for 46 reales owed by Francisco de Sepulveda to Miguel Luis
Alarcon, 1612
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Instructions drawn up by the town council for Gabriel Diaz de Castaneda who was
representing Alarcon in Escalona and Madrid in the lawsuit concerning the town's
exemption from sales taxes (alcabalas)
no place (Alarcon), 0000
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Letter of introduction issued by the town council for Pedro Diaz de Castaneda
Tebar, 1615
Petition presented to the town council of Alarcon by Fernan Lopez, requesting a
license to burn pine purchased from Pedro de Montoya, for charcoal
Alarcon, 1616
Expense account presented to Andres Granero, Anton Granero de Heredia, and Pedro
de Lujan, alcaldes ordinarios, by the councilman Andres Garcia, who represented the
town in Madrid in the lawsuit opposing the formation of new enclosures on Alarcon's
land for the use of residents of neighboring towns
Granada, 1616
Letter to Esteban Martinez, notary public of the town council of Alarcon, from Joseph
de Leon, informing him of events in Escalona involving Gil Garcia of Madrigueras,
the lawsuit against Villanueva de la Jara, and the affair of the mills
Madrid, 1616
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Antonio de Moya, solicitor for the town in
Madrid, concerning the lawsuit against Honrubia and the town's attempt to borrow
1500 ducados
Madrid, 1616
Letter from Antonio de Moya to Bautista de Peralta in Alarcon, concerning the lawsuit
against Honrubia and the town's attempt to borrow money
Cuenca, 1616
Certificate issued by the Dean and Chapter of the Santa Iglesia de Cuenca, authorizing
Alarcon and Tebar to pay grain due to canon Cristobal de Valenzuela in accord with a
cedula de vestuario. It is written on the back of a fragment of a title page: ‘Ordenanzas
de la Villa de Tebar...1568’
Madrid, 1616
Letter to the alcaldes ordinarios of Alarcon from Andres de Moya, concerning the
lawsuit against Honrubia and the issue of common-use of town pastures
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Alarcon, 1617
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Power of Attorney issued by the town council to Alonso de Frias, corregidor del
partido ,authorizing him to represent Alarcon before the Real Consejo in the lawsuit
against Honrubia, which was suing for independence from Alarcon
Villanueva de la Jara, 1618
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from the town council of Villanueva de la Jara,
protesting Alarcon's attempts to assess residents of Lugar de Rubillas a share of a fine
Alarcon, 1619
Accounts belonging to Anton Ximenez, a tavernkeeper, for tax assessment (sisa) and
price controls imposed by the town council
Alarcon, 1619
Accounts belonging to Ambrosio Villalba, a storekeeper who sold oil, rice, and fish,
for tax assessment (sisa)
Alarcon, 1620
Accounts kept by ?Gaspar de Rueda, collector of the sisa from 1 October 1619 to 23
November 1620
no place, 1620
Letter from Gaspar de ?Martinez to an unknown recipient, concerning a criminal case
and written at the behest of the Marques de Villena
Alarcon, 1620
Petition of Miguel de Perona for a license to cut twenty pines to complete construction
of his house
no place (Alarcon), 0000
Letter to the town council from Martin de Segovia, asking for a license to cut pines on
land belonging to the town
Alarcon, 0000
Petition of Juan Guerrero for a license to cut fifty pines. Note appended recommends
that the license be granted and that a caballero de la sierrabe present
Alarcon, 0000
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Juan Guerrero, concerning his license to
cut branches for firewood and the auction of the use of the town's bake-ovens to Pedro
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Ballesteros and others
Granada, 1621
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Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Garcia de Peralta, concerning the lawsuit
against the abbot and monks of Santa Catalina de Belmonte
Granada, 1621
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Lcdo. Antonio del Campo, concerning the
lawsuit against the abbot and monks of Santa Catalina de Belmonte. the lawsuit
involved the collection of sheep tolls (borras)
Veles, 1621
Letter to an unknown recipient (?town council of Alarcon) from the Prior of Veles,
concerning the appointment of clergy for the Hermita de Nuestra Senora de la Orden
Barchin, 1621
Petition of Pasqual de la Orden, town councilman of Barchin, for a copy of document
#????, dating from 1532 and found in Box #????, Folder #????
Alarcon, 1622
Testimony in the case brought by Juan de Ruiperez, caballero de la sierra against
Andres de Quillar, for the crime of plowing the town's pasture
Granada, 1622
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from Garcia de Peralta, concerning the lawsuit
against the abbot and monks of Santa Catalina de Belmonte
Granada, 1622
Letter to the town council of Alarcon concerning the lawsuit between Alarcon and the
abbot and monks of Santa Catalina de Belmonte. mentions the death of the Marques
de Villena
no place (Montalbanejo & Villarejo de F, 1622
Census of hijosdalgo and ranchers of Montalbanejo and Villarejo de Fuentes, drawn
up on orders from Pedro de Ruiperez, tax-farmer for sheep tolls (borras) for Alarcon's
territory
no place, 0000
Petition presented to the town council of Alarcon by Dr. de la Gasca on behalf of his
client, demanding that he be licensed to collect the sheep tolls (borras) from ranchers
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of Villarejo de Fuentes
Alarcon, 1623
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Two certificates issued by the town council authorizing the town treasurers Lcdo.
Peralta (1623) and Francisco Saiz Garcia (1624) to reimburse Juan de Castaneda for
expenses incurred for the fiesta de Corpus Christi
Alarcon, 1624
Two certificates issued by the town council authorizing the town treasurers Lcdo.
Peralta (1623) and Francisco Saiz Garcia (1624) to reimburse Juan de Castaneda for
expenses incurred for the fiesta de Corpus Christi
Alarcon, 1627
Three documents: a) Power-of-attorney issued by the town council to Fernando de la
Torre, Andres Martinnez, and Juan Gonzalez Morejon, town councilmen, to represent
Alarcon in the lawsuit against Barchin. b) Declaration by Andres Martinez of
Alarcon's grievance against Barchin's boundary claims. c) Survey of boundaries
Madrid, 1631
Copy of a decree issued by Felipe IV concerning Alarcon's right to collect sheep tolls
(borras)
Villa???? (abbreviated), 1633
Letter from the notary of ‘these two corregimientos’ (illegible signature) formerly held
by Diego Munoz Calera, complaining that the alcalde mayor of San Clemente was
using a notary who was not from his office
Granada?, 1636
Letter to the town council of Alarcon from ?Pedro de Velasco, concerning lawsuits
against Montalbanejo and Tebar, and exemption from taxes
Alarcon, 1637
Fragment of a legal file concerning the debts of the town of Alarcon
Villarobledo, 1643
Fragment (pp. 4-24) of a legal file, copied in 1805, concerning the will of Catalina
Balero by which she revoked an earlier will dictated by her husband, Pasqual perez
Lerin
Tebar & Alarcon, 1663
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Two documents: a) Letter to Juan Perez from Antonio Gil Saez, asking for
information on payment of taxes due on 30 arrobas of wine sold to Perez, and
prompted by the presence in Tebar of the juez de milliones. b) Receipt issued by
Matias de Ocana for payment of wages due him as agent of the corregidor of Cuenca
commissioned to collect the so-called composicion de milicia
Alarcon, 1669
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Receipt issued by Diego ?Martinez de Alarcon, collector of the town's sales taxes
(alcabalas)
Alarcon, 1683
Legal file on a breach-of-promise case, including the arrest of Francisco Martinez
Villena for kidnapping the daughter of Francisco Mondejar and Catalina Martinez, the
certificate of extradition from Lugar de Picazo to Alarcon, and the bond posted by his
brother assuring that the Villanueva Palomares was authorized to collect the sheep
tolls (borras)
Madrid?, 1818
Copy of the Real cedula of 21 December 1818 establishing rules for sale of town lands
and the recovery of those improperly sold during the war against Napoleon.

Series 3: Later Additions

TITLE

Alarcon, 1422?
Series of power of attorney and (apparently) testimony having to do with a lawsuit,
with seal detached.
Medina del Campo, 1347
Power of attorney granted by the Town Council of Medina del Campo to “certain
persons” charged with defending....? with original wax seal
Burgos, 1650
Papal dispensation permitting Juan Correa de Velasco to marry Suzanna de Salzedo,
with original metal seal attached
Pellexeros (near Segovia), 1630
Inventory of inherited property belonging to Don Diego de Aguilar, “Señor de las
villas de Encinas y Canillas,” in Pellexeros, near the city of Segovia, Spain. Binding
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has some fire damage. Related to document numbers 41 and 46.
Legroño, 1791

16

Notarized copy of a “real carta executoria de nobleza y certificación del rey de armas,”
for Don Isidro Delgado, city of Legroño, Spain. Binding has some fire damage.
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